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In this issue, we present our analysis of changes 
in economic legislation that took place over the last
12 months with regard to their influence on the
business environment in Ukraine. Due to the lack 
of political consensus, the Verkhovna Rada has yet 
to adopt the key pieces of legislation that would
ensure the integrity of the legislative environment
in Ukraine, in particular, the new Tax Code, Customs
Code, and Land Code. At the same time, significant
moves have taken place in the legislative regulation
of the financial sector, in the domain of product
safety, in the administration of taxes, and in the
sphere of intellectual property rights. However, we
believe that these changes are not sufficient enough
to boost economic growth. 
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Overview
In this issue, we present our analysis of changes in economic legislation that took
place over the last  months with regard to their influence on the business
environment in Ukraine. Due to the lack of political consensus, the Verkhovna
Rada has yet to adopt the key pieces of legislation that would ensure the integrity
of the legislative environment in Ukraine—the new Tax Code, Customs Code, and
Land Code. At the same time, significant moves have taken place in the legislative
regulation of the financial sector, in the domain of product safety, in the
administration of taxes, and in the sphere of intellectual property rights. However,
we believe that these changes are not sufficient enough to boost economic growth
Legislative acts are used as tools for the en8
forcement of state policy; therefore, the qual8
ity of laws depends on the quality of the pol8
icy. We believe that conflicts of interest be8
tween parties and the lack of a requirement
for proper justification of legislative changes
hamper the adoption of effective laws.  As
examples we can cite the delay in adoption
of the new Civil Code, Customs Code, and
Land Code.    Whereas these key documents,
which are the pivots of national legislation,
have not been adopted so far, the improve8
ment of extant legislation has also stalled.
At the same time, an understanding of the
vital need to develop the financial market
infrastructure in order to deal with the grow8
ing economy did spur the adoption of frame8
work laws for the financial sphere (see FI*
NANCIAL SECTOR).  Over the past  months,
the Verkhovna Rada has adopted the follow8
ing essential laws for the financial sector:
“On financial services and state regulation
of financial services markets”, “On payment
systems and money transfers in Ukraine”,
“On the circulation of bills in Ukraine”, and
“On banks and banking activity”.
Thanks to the clear definition of financial
terms and types of financial services, mar8
ket players’ activities will become more and
more transparent, and monitoring process8
es will become simpler.  Concentration of
authority concerning the regulation and
monitoring of “non8banking and non8stock”
financial services in the hands of one agen8
cy will enable the application of common
regulatory principles, and that will reduce
risks in the markets for these services.
Banking regulation will become more sta8
ble, thanks to the legislative consolidation
of norms which heretofore were dispersed
among various normative acts.  The new Law
“On banks and banking activity” implements
a number of new approaches to bank regu8
lation; in particular, it increases the NBU’s
authority regarding liquidation and the su8
pervision of banking activities, strengthens
the protection of clients’ rights, and facili8
tates the business of banking.
The most important recent step in reform8
ing the Ukrainian system of technical regu8
lation and its conformity to European stand8
ards was the adoption on  May  of
the Laws of Ukraine “On standardisation”,
“On confirming compliance”, and “On the
accreditation of compliance assessment
agencies” (see REGULATION OF ECONOMIC ACTIV*
ITY).  The positive side to these laws is that
they set legal guarantees for securing the
rights and lawful interests of business enti8
ties, and mechanisms of their protection, as
 Past analyses of changes in economic legislation made in – and – are presented
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well as create opportunities for economic
entities to choose alternative ways of conduct
in order to adhere to legislative require8
ments.
At the same time, in the regulation of mar8
ket activity, the following principles of licens8
ing types of economic activity have been vi8
olated: adherence to a single list of types of
economic activities that are subject to licens8
ing; and adherence to a unified licensing
procedure for these types of activities, stip8
ulated by the Law “On licensing certain types
of economic activity”.
The most notable event in tax policy practice,
despite the fact that the adoption of the Tax
Code has not moved forward from its “dead
stop”, was the adoption of the Law “On the
procedure for redeeming taxpayers’ liabili8
ties towards budgets and targeted funds” (see
TAX POLICY).  This law will promote a more
effective and more transparent tax adminis8
tration due to the detailed regulation of pro8
cedures which govern the interaction of tax8
payers and tax administrations.  At the same
time, reducing the tax burden and equalis8
ing it among taxpayers remains a burning
issue.
Expiration this year of the 8year term of the
“Transitional Provisions” of the Constitution
of Ukraine became a significant impetus for
the implementation of a small8scale legal
reform.  Over the period of June–July ,
the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine adopted a
system of laws on reforming the national ju8
dicial system and court procedures. If these
amendments had not been adopted by the
parliament, Ukraine might have been left
without a judicial system after  June .
Table . Summary evaluation of changes in Ukrainian economic
legislation over the last  months
The amendments increased opportunities
for the protection of entrepreneurs’ rights
(see JUDICIAL REFORM).
The crucial need to improve legislation on
the protection of economic competition led
the Verkhovna Rada to adopt the Law of
Ukraine “On the protection of economic
competition”. After entering into effect in
March , this act will become the basis
for Ukraine’s antimonopoly legislation.  Ac8
Source: International Centre for Policy Studies.
Stimulated business activity Restricted business activity
• Adoption of framework laws on the
regulation of activities in the financial sector;
• Regulation of procedural relationships
between taxpayers and tax agencies,
implementation of procedures for
administrative appeal regarding the actions
of tax agencies;
• Adoption of the set of laws in the sphere of
technical regulation, which comply with the
European standards;
• Small8scale judicial reform that enhances
opportunities to defend entrepreneurs' rights
in court;
• Simplified procedures for foreigners
crossing the border;
• Lifting the moratorium on the bankruptcy
of agricultural enterprises.
• Postponing the adoption of the Tax Code,
Land Code, and Customs Code;
• Delaying the adoption of the laws “On
securities and the stock market”, and “On
joint8stock companies”;
• Introduction of holographic protection of
documents and products that will increase
the cost of doing business;
• Increase of the overall tax burden caused by
the introduction of a levy to the Fund for
Accidents Insurance;
• Uncertainty in the regulation of the
telecoms sector through the lack of a well8
formed draft Law “On telecommunications”.
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cording to the new law, the role of the Anti8
monopoly Committee of Ukraine will change
dramatically; now the committee will per8
form proactive functions, i.e., for the effec8
tive assurance of economic competition.  At
the same time, the law includes provisions
that might increase the risks for business ac8
tivity (see PROTECTION OF ECONOMIC COMPETI*
TION).
Over the past  months, Ukraine has suc8
ceeded significantly in raising the level of
economic openness for trade.  Meanwhile,
no noticeable changes have taken place in
the sphere of capital flows and labour force
movement (see OPEN ECONOMY).  Over the
past year, a number of legislative acts have
been implemented with the purpose of
strengthening intellectual property rights,
diminishing the operating expenses of for8
eign trade entities, and eliminating obsta8
cles for entry to Ukraine.
Effectiveness of corporate governance in
Ukraine has diminished through the lack of
adequate legislative underpinnings for the
functioning of economic associations and
ownership relations.  For the second con8
secutive year, the legislative base for privati8
sation in Ukraine has been stable (this fact
boosts investor confidence); however, due
to poor compliance and allowance of excep8
tions to the general rules, the situation has
deteriorated.  The most glaring example of
an exception to the general privatisation
rules was the Law “On the particularities of
privatisation of the Mariupol Illich Metal8
lurgical Works”, which contradicts the State
Privatisation Programme.
Finally, we have evaluated modifications in
the regulation of agriculture, tariff forma8
tion in the energy sector, and property rela8
tions (see SECTORAL REGULATION).
In the process of regulating agriculture,
state agencies have focused their efforts on
supporting agricultural production.  In8
creasing attention is being paid to measures
aimed at eliminating the free market fail8
ures, to prevent excessive price fluctuations
for agricultural commodities and stimulate
producers’ interest in this or that sector.  But
eliminating the government failures—weak8
nesses of the legal base, lack of coordinated
state policy, and inadequate provision for
the property rights of rural people—has been
postponed.
New methods for the calculation of tariffs
for the transmission and supply of electrici8
ty offer more freedom to those energy dis8
tributing companies which execute their ob8
ligations towards energy suppliers, and also
distinctly stipulates terms of tariff setting.
This approach is more effective and objec8
tive compared to the previous ones.  How8
ever, this kind of regulation does not pro8
vide enough incentives to boost the efficien8
cy of energy distributing companies (in par8
ticular, incentives to diminish excessive
costs), and does not set firm control mecha8
nisms; instead, it creates grounds for unpro8
ductive cost increases.
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Good governance will ensure consistent economic policies
Consistency in government policy influences the business and investment environment in any country.
Well.formed state policymaking rules and enforcement procedures offer more confidence to investors
when planning their activity, due to  the diminished risks associated with sudden changes of policy.
The more unstable the governmental policy, the riskier investment activity becomes.
Ukraine lacks legislation which would consolidate procedures for the elaboration and approval of
government decisions.  In particular, formal procedures for consulting all interested parties in the
process of making decisions are non.existent, and, therefore, business representatives are unable to
directly influence government policy.  Approval of non.coordinated decisions usually results in their
frequent revision, under the pressure of different interest groups .
We believe that over the past year, the following decisions were positive improvements in the legislation
regulating government management:
 The adoption of the Budget Code of Ukraine on  June .  The Budget Code regulates the
procedures for the preparation, reading, adoption, and execution of the state and local budgets.
These regulations will contribute to the timely adoption of the law on the state budget and the
decisions on local budgets.  Moreover, the Budget Code decentralises the budget system in Ukraine,
because it stipulates the independent and responsible role of local self.government budgets.  However,
the Budget Code does not envisage procedures of public control over budget execution, particularly
through the procedure of open budget hearings;
 Implementation of the institution of state secretaries in the Cabinet of Ministers and different
ministries, in accordance with the Presidential Decree dated  May  “On the next measures
to further conduct administrative reforms in Ukraine”.  The decree now distinguishes between the
political functions personified by the Minister and the administrative functions performed by the
State Secretary.  Specifically, state secretaries will be in charge of analytical support for the prepara.
tion of government decisions.  We believe that the major task state secretaries have to deal with is
promoting the function of policy analysis in the government.  In this case, the actual division
between analytical (presentation and evaluation of all possible alternatives of state policy) and
political (choosing one of the alternatives) functions in the government and consistency of govern.
mental decisions will be achieved.
One of the main principles of good governance is the justification of government interference in the
economy.  Grounds for such interference include market failures to allocate resources in the most
effective way or overcome poverty.  From this viewpoint, we consider it inexpedient to revive the Ministry
of Industrial Policy (Presidential Decree “On the Ministry of Industrial Policy” dated  July ).
We believe that the principal manifestations of the market failures in industry that require government
interference are the mnopoly of certain markets and negative environmental impacts.  However, these
issues lie within the competence of the Antimonopoly Committee and the Ministry of Environment and
Natural Resources.  In a market economy, regulation of economic activity must wholly shift from
ministries to enterprises.  Meanwhile, the restoration of the Ministry of Industrial Policy, on the
contrary, assigns the functions of direct management of enterprises to the government.  This may
provoke excessive government interference, a fight for privileges for certain enterprises, and also the
squandering of public funds.
Private Enterprise (CIPE) within the frame8
work of the project “Evaluation of Changes
in Economic Legislation”.
The above experts and CIPE specialists are
not responsible for the evaluations and con8
clusions expressed in this paper.
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 Since the adoption of the Law of Ukraine
“On licensing certain types of economic ac8
tivity” on  June , the licensing sphere
has undergone significant changes which re8
sulted from the risks implied in this law.
During – the following principles
of licensing types of economic activity have
been violated in Ukraine: first, adherence
to a single list of types of licensable econom8
ic activity; and second, observance of the
unified procedure for licensing these types
of economic activity stipulated by the law.
In particular, the following types of econom8
ic activity have been placed beyond the
scope of influence of the law:
 activities in the production of ethyl, co8
gnac, and fruit spirits, alcoholic bever8
ages, and tobacco products; wholesaling
of ethyl, cognac, and fruit spirits, and
wholesale and retail sales of alcoholic
beverages, and tobacco products (pursu8
ant to the Law of Ukraine dated  Janu8
ary  “On amending certain laws of
Ukraine on the state regulation of the
production and sale of ethyl, cognac, and
fruit spirits, alcoholic beverages, and to8
bacco products”);
 insurance activity (according to the Law
of Ukraine dated  July  “On finan8
Regulation of economic activity
Changes that have taken place during the last  months in the regulation of
economic activity have followed these principles of licensing certain types of
economic activity: () adherence to a single list of licensable types of economic
activity; and () observance of the unified procedure for licensing these types of
activity, stipulated in the Law “On licensing certain types of economic activity”.
The most important step in reforming the Ukrainian system of technical regulation
and harmonising it with European standards was the adoption of the laws of
Ukraine “On standardisation”, “On confirming compliance”, and “On the
accreditation of compliance assessment agencies”
Entering and exiting the market
cial services and state regulation of finan8
cial services markets”).
Apart from this, the Law of Ukraine “On fi8
nancial services and state regulation of fi8
nancial services markets” introduced licens8
ing for the following types of activity:
 activity in rendering services of the cu8
mulative system of  pension provision;
 granting financial credits from received
funds;
 activity in rendering all sorts of financial
services that imply direct or indirect in8
volvement of financial assets of individ8
uals.
From now on, licensing of the indicated
types of economic activity should be con8
ducted in accordance with special laws, not
in accordance with the Law of Ukraine “On
licensing certain types of economic activi8
ty”. We consider these changes to be precar8
ious because the norms of the correspond8
ing special laws violate licensing principles
of transparency. The licensing procedure
does not provide sufficient guarantees to
secure the rights and legal interests of li8
cense8holders. For example, according to the
Law of Ukraine dated  December 
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“On the state regulation of the production
and sales of ethyl, cognac, and fruit spirits,
alcoholic beverages, and tobacco products”,
licenses for the right to retail alcoholic bev8
erages and tobacco products are of fiscal
type, i.e., the trade outlet is licensable, not
the type of activity.
In general, we consider it unreasonable to
adopt special laws to regulate the mentioned
types of economic activity, as these types of
activity do not possess features that would re8
quire different licensing procedures from the
ones stipulated by the Law “On licensing
certain types of economic activity”.
Another risk implied in the Law “On licens8
ing certain types of economic activity”, i.e.,
the possibility of granting a license of fiscal
type, was revealed only after the Cabinet of
Minister of Ukraine adopted the Resolution
“On the term of validity of licenses to engage
in certain types of economic activity, and on
the amount and payment procedure for
obtaining them” dated  November .
According to the above resolution, the fee
for granting a license to engage in the pro8
duction and sales of ethyl, cognac, and fruit
spirits, alcoholic beverages, and tobacco
products, and also to render communica8
tions services and technical servicing of rel8
evant networks, now considerably exceeds
the corresponding fee for other types of eco8
nomic activity. By adopting the above nor8
mative act, the government transformed the
license into a tool for budget replenishment,
which violates the principle according to
which the fee for granting licenses is to re8
munerate only the management services of
the licensing body.
During –, the declarative princi8
ple of licensing which was mostly endorsed
by the Law “On licensing certain types of
economic activity” was also violated. Accord8
ing to the declarative principle of licensing,
in order to obtain a license a business entity
is to submit an application for a license and
a copy of the certificate of state registration
of the business entity or confirmation of the
entry in the Unified State Registry of Enter8
prises and Organisations of Ukraine. On the
other hand, according to the permission li8
censing principle, besides the documents
certifying the intentions and identity of the
business entity, during the licensing proce8
dures the authorities also require other doc8
uments that testify to the ability of a given
entity to conduct a specific type of business
activity. According to the declarative licens8
ing principle, the main responsibility is with
the license8holder in conducting business
activity, whereas the permission principle
foresees such responsibility at the moment
of entering the market.
Pursuant to the Law “On licensing certain
types of economic activity”, a list of supple8
mentary documents can be determined only
for certain types of economic activity. How8
ever, the Resolution of the Cabinet of Min8
isters of Ukriane dated  July  “On ap8
proving the list of documents attached to
the application for a license to conduct a
certain type of economic activity” stipulates
that supplementary documents should be
submitted to obtain the license to conduct
economic activity for the majority of types.
This norm testifies to the refusal to put the
declarative principle of licensing into effect.
Besides, in some cases, the resolution en8
forces sublicensing, i.e., before obtaining a
license for a certain type of activity, it is nec8
essary to obtain a license for another type of
economic activity. Such norms are also in8
consistent with the declarative principle of
licensing.
The single list of types of licensable econom8
ic activities set forth by the Law “On licens8
ing certain types of economic activity” has
been extended since the adoption of the
law with the following types of economic
activity:
 issuing and conducting lotteries (ac8
cording to the Law of Ukraine dated 
September  “On amending certain
legislative acts of Ukraine aimed at im8
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plementing state control over lottery
activity”);
 construction activity, including explora8
tion and design work for construction,
erecting load8carrying and perimeter
constructions, and the building and as8
sembly of engineering and transporta8
tion networks (according to the Law of
Ukraine dated  February  “On
amending the Law of Ukraine ‘On the
foundations of urban planning’”);
 rendering educational services (accord8
ing to the Law of Ukraine dated  July
 “On pre8school education”);
 rendering IP8telephony services (accord8
ing to the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine
Resolution dated  May  “On
amending the Cabinet of Ministers of
Ukraine Resolution No.  dated 
November ”).
Introducing licensing of some of the above8
mentioned types of economic activity is in8
consistent with one of the major licensing
principles, namely: an economic activity is
subject to licensing if its initiation may lead
to the violation of rights or legal interests of
citizens, may jeopardise the life and health
of citizens and the environment, and may
pose a threat to national security. For exam8
ple, pre8school educational establishments,
in rendering educational services, do not
issue any special state8standard certificate.
Therefore, we believe that there is no need
to set requirements for the quality of pre8
school education and, respectively, no need
for licensing.
Evaluation of the draft laws which are now
at different stages of development gives us
grounds to predict the following risks relat8
ed to the enforcement of new laws of
Ukraine that will deal with the licensing of
different types of economic activity:
 licensing certain types of economic ac8
tivity being governed by special proce8
dures set forth by legislative acts other
than the Law “On licensing certain types
of economic activity”, which stipulates a
single licensing procedure;
 increased number of types of licensable
economic activity, particularly with no
regard for violation of the principle of
objective justification for such licensing.
 Formerly, fewer types of construction activity were licensable, namely: manufacture and assembly of load8
carrying constructions, and assembly of constructions in building and renovation activities
 Formerly, only establishments of general education, vocational establishments, and higher education
establishments had to obtain licenses for rendering educational services.  Now, rendering education servic8
es is licensable whatever the case, regardless of the type of establishment.
Regulation of product safety and quality
The most important step forward in reform8
ing Ukraine’s system of technical regulation
and adjusting it to European standards was
the adoption n  May  of the laws of
Ukraine “On standardisation”, “On confirm8
ing compliance”, and “On the accreditation
of compliance assessment agencies”. The
above documents have the following features
in common:
 ensuring the participation of business
entities and their associations in meas8
ures regarding state policy enforcement
in the sphere of technical regulation, in
particular through the establishment of
institutional mechanisms for entrepre8
neurs  to influence the government (e.g.,
Standardisation Council and Accredita8
tion Council);
 determining legal guarantees to secure
the rights and legal interests of business
entities and mechanisms for their pro8
tection (i.e., appeal procedures);
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 opportunity for business entities to
adopt an alternative line of conduct in
some cases, to ensure adherence to leg8
islation.
Standardisation
The key innovations in the Law of Ukraine
“On standardisation”, in our opinion, are
the following:
 The principle of voluntary and free
choice in the application of standards for
the production and supply of products
has been implemented. However, in some
cases the enforcement of standards and
certain provisions is obligatory;
 The following requirements regarding
the content of standards have been set
forth: consistency with legislation, meet8
ing market and consumer needs, adjust8
ing to the level of development in sci8
ence and technology, conformity to in8
ternational and regional standards. In
addition, it is prohibited to abuse stand8
ards in order to defraud consumers or
infringe the terms of competition;
 Review of existing national standards is
to be conducted not less than once in
five years;
 Accessibility of standards and informa8
tion on them to users;
 In Ukraine, the principle has been
adopted of priority direct introduction
of international and regional standards
as national standards, through their adop8
tion in the central executive authority in
the standardisation sphere (i.e., the Com8
mittee of Ukraine on Standardisation,
Metrology and Certification, or Derzh8
standart). The method of introduction
entails, first, the publication of national
standards based on the corresponding
international (regional) standard; and,
second, confirmation that the interna8
tional standard has the same status as a
national standard;
 Economic entities and their associations,
unions (associations) of consumers, and
corresponding public organisations have
been involved in the development of
standards; a Standardisation Council has
been formed as a unit of the Cabinet of
Ministers of Ukraine, whose members
can be representatives of economic enti8
ties and their public organisations.
At the same time, we believe that the Law of
Ukraine “On standardisation” also carries
certain risks. Even approximate terms for the
harmonisation of national standards have not
been set therein. The law stipulates that the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine should only
establish the procedure and terms of validity
for sectoral standards and other correspond8
ing normative acts of the former USSR. This
may result in the long8term operation in
Ukraine of standards ill8suited to the require8
ments of the market and the existing level of
scientific and technological development.
Confirming compliance
We consider the following innovations in8
troduced in the Law of Ukraine “On con8
firming compliance” to be positive and sig8
nificant:
 Procedures for declaring compliance
have been established: the producer or
its authorised representative certifies in
written form under full responsibility
that a product meets the compliance re8
quirements established by legislation;
 The possibility of choosing between de8
claring compliance and certification for
confirming compliance;
 Granting the right to certification agen8
cies of any form of ownership to engage
in activity of confirming compliance
(formerly, only certification agencies
under state ownership had the right to
engage in this kind of activity);
 Transfer of the right to enforce obligato8
ry certification of compliance for various
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kinds of products, and the enforcement
procedure, to the Cabinet of Ministers
of Ukraine (formerly, only Derzhstand8
art had the right). Economic entities have
the opportunity to protect their interests
with the help of available mechanisms of
public influence on the process of adopt8
ing government decisions.
On the other hand, we believe that the Law
of Ukraine “On confirming compliance” im8
plies the following risks:
 Criteria have not been identified for allo8
cating certain types of products to the le8
gally regulated sphere in which confirm8
ing compliance is regarded as obligatory.
Hence, now the types of products which
pose a potential threat to the life and
health of peple, animals, plants, and also
property and the environment can also
be attributed to this sphere. In this case,
there is a danger of ungrounded expan8
sion of the list of products subject to ob8
ligatory confirmation of compliance;
 Certification agencies which confirm
compliance must be not only accredit8
ed but also authorised to conduct this
kind of activity. However, the Law “On
confirming compliance” sets neither the
procedures nor the principles for obtain8
ing this authority. Therefore, the risk
exists that the requirements of author8
ised certification agencies and the pro8
cedures for granting them authority
(which are to be defined by the Cabinet
of Ministers of Ukraine) can contain
groundless hurdles to obtaining the au8
thority to engage in the activity of con8
firming compliance.
Accreditation of agencies
conducting compliance
assessments
It is worthwhile mentioning the following
innovations introduced in the Law of Ukraine
“On the accreditation of agencies conduct8
ing compliance assessments”:
 Derzhstandart is no longer responsible
for the accreditation system;
 mandatory accreditation of agencies con8
ducting compliance assessments, and
their further monitoring, by the nation8
al accreditation agency, which is a state
non8profit organisation;
 ensuring the non8interference of the ex8
ecutive authorities (among them the
Ministry of Economy of Ukraine, which
forms the national accreditation agency)
in the activities of the national accredi8
tation agency;
 establishment of an Accreditation Coun8
cil, as a unit of the national accredita8
tion agency, to perform consulting and
supervisory functions. In parity with oth8
er members, representatives of accredit8
ed agencies on compliance assessments,
enterprises, institutions and organisa8
tions, the National Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine, and other scientific institu8
tions and public organisations will join
the council;
 along with the judicial mechanism, the
implementation of a different mecha8
nism to appeal the rejection of an accred8
itation application issued by the compli8
ance assessment agency. It will provide
the opportunity to apply to the appeal
commission, and will also ensure the
impartiality of the management of the
national accreditation agency;
 eliminating the possibilities of full con8
trol by the national accreditation agency
over the process of accreditation.
Nevertheless, the new law implies a serious
risk. Developing accreditation procedures for
agencies conducting compliance assessments
lies within the purview of the national accred8
itation agency, which actually performs the
accreditation. Hence, there is a danger of the
accreditation rules being adjusted to the in8
terests of the national accreditation agency.
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State support of small business
The Law of Ukraine “On the state support of small business” dated  October  designated
small businesses as objects of state support. One of the tools of state policy in this area will be small
business support programs, in particular, the National Program for Small Business Development,
the Small Business Support Program in the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, and regional and
local small business support programs.
On  December , the Verkhovna Rada adopted the Law of Ukraine “On the National
Program for Small Business Development in Ukraine”. Not only central or local government au.
thorities but also business associations and business infrastructure entities (business centres, busi.
ness incubators, leasing, finance and credit, and consulting agencies, etc.) can participate in the
implementation and monitoring of the national program. The national program specifies  key
objectives of stimulating the development of small business in Ukraine:
 improvement of the legislative base regulating business activity;
 development of a single state regulatory policy;
 stimulation of finance and credit and investment support for small businesses;
 establishment of infrastructure to stimulate small business development;
 implementation of regional policy to stimulate small business development.
The Cabinet of Ministers is to annually approve measures for the implementation of the national
programme and submit them for consideration to the Verkhovna Rada. The measures should specify
the content and expected outcomes of the implementation of specific measures, individuals in charge
of the project implementation, project schedule and project cost, and the scope of budget financing.
We believe that the strength of the National Program for Small Business Development is that all
instruments for policy implementation that are to be enforced by different government agencies are
incorporated into a single coordinated document; this provides a realistic opportunity to consoli.
date efforts and resources.
Yet the majority of measures for the implementation of the national program are not formulated
clearly enough. Moreover, the document provides no indicators that may help to assess the effec.
tiveness of the program measures.
In addition, the majority of measures for the national program implementation for the year 
must be essentially enforced by the executive authorities within the scope of their functional duties,
and financed from the budget allocated for these agencies, not from the funds allocated for the
implementation of the national program itself.
We believe that whether the national program succeeds in stimulating small business development
in Ukraine for the year  and further depends on resolving the following issues:
 determining criteria by which the measures for the enforcement of the national program will be
stipulated;
 change from identifying the individuals in charge of the enforcement of measures to the “client.
executor” system, which will stimulate effective implementation of the program measures;
 complete transition to determining measures in the form of projects, with clearly defined goals
and terms of implementation;
 establishment of a transparent and fair mechanism of selecting executors of the national pro.
gram;
 specification of financing sources of the national program (including budget funds) and deter.
mining the costs of each measure;
 determining measurable and observable indicators of effective program implementation.
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The effect from adopting the laws of Ukraine
“On standardisation”, “On the accreditation
of compliance assessment agencies”, and
“On confirming compliance” has not been
revealed fully, for two reasons: first, the na8
tional accreditation agency, which is to take
the accreditation system away from the man8
agement of Derzhstandart, has not been es8
tablished yet; second, it is quite obvious that
the by8laws and technical regulations per8
taining to the scope of this law will not be
adopted in the nearest future.
It is also worth mentioning that there are
risks implied in all three of the mentioned
laws. First of all, the concepts and princi8
ples established in the technical regulation8
systems of European countries have not yet
begun to be widely introduced in Ukraine.
Under these conditions, there is a danger
of free interpretation of these notions by the
parties involved. Secondly, there exists a risk
of spawning multiple by8laws regulating the
vital issues stipulated in these laws. As the
lawmaking practices in Ukraine prove, such
an approach can adversely affect the proc8
ess of implementating any reform8minded
provisions stipulated in the principle law.
Currently, a law is being drafted on produc8
tion safety and responsibility for unsafe prod8
ucts. This law is to replace the Decree of the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine dated  April
 “On state control over the enforcement
of standards, norms, and rules, and respon8
sibility for their violation”, where the de8
fined system of state monitoring is outdated
and is inconsistent with the realities of mar8
ket relationships and legislative innovations
in the sphere of technical regulation.
Holographic protection
of documents and products
The Decree of the President of Ukraine dat8
ed  November  “On protecting docu8
ments and products with holographic pro8
tective elements” envisages to launch in
Ukraine the large8scale protection of goods
and documents with holographic protective
elements, in order to achieve the following
aims: strengthened national security, preven8
tion of distribution of counterfeit products
and document falsification, contributing to
the protection of the Ukrainian market from
poor8quality products. The Security Service
of Ukraine is the agency authorised to en8
force state policy in the sphere of holograph8
ic protection of documents and products (it
has been authorised to execute the corre8
sponding additional duties).
Holographic protective elements were to be
introduced starting from  January .
However, this has not been enforced yet, as
the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine has not
approved the list of documents and prod8
ucts to be protected with holograms.
Carrying out the norms of the Decree of the
President of Ukraine “On protecting docu8
ments and products with holographic protec8
tive elements” will dramatically affect the ac8
tivities of economic entities. In order to en8
force this decree, the Cabinet of Ministers
of Ukraine approved the Resolution “On ap8
proving the Regulations on the procedure
for holographic protection of documents
and products” on  February . The res8
olution introduces stringent regulation pro8
cedures for the production and application
of holographic protective elements, pursu8
ant to which economic entities cannot as8
sess the expediency of holographically pro8
tecting their products and documents, so
they actually become [forced] end users of
documents with holographic protective el8
ements.
We believe that economic entities will be
forced to spend huge resources to purchase
holographic protective elements and mark
their products with them. They will also face
difficulties in adjusting the technological
process of manufacturing products with holo8
grams. In addition, while implementing ho8
lographic protection of documents, eco8
nomic entities, consumers, and the state
budget will incur losses, as was the case with
the expansion of the list of documents of
strict accountability and reporting. At the
same time, the realistic possibility of the sys8
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tem of holographic protection of products
and documents to ensure the aims declared
by the legislative acts does not fundamen8
tally differ from the opportunity offered by
the system of enforcement of forms for strict
accountability and reporting—which was se8
verely critised by associations of entrepre8
neurs of Ukraine at the time.
The extent of the impact of enforcing holo8
graphic protection of documents and prod8
ucts will depend on what documents ex8
actly will be included on the list of docu8
ments and products that are to be protect8
ed with holographic protective elements
(this document is to be approved by the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine). Having
evaluated the draft list, we came to the con8
clusion that the majority of documents, and
all of the products, are hardly worth includ8
ing on the list.
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Tax policy
Since during the last year the work on the Tax Code has not been finalised, Ukrainian
tax legislation did not undergo any significant changes. The most notable event
was the adoption of the Law “On the procedure for redeeming taxpayers’ liabilities
towards budgets and state targeted funds”. This law will encourage more effective
and transparent tax enforcement. At the same time, urgent tasks still remain of
reducing the tax burden and equalising it among taxpayers
Tax Code
Over the past year, the Verkhovna Rada has
not progressed any further in consideration
of the Tax Code. Discrepancies, which were
identified in the Verkhovna Rada resolution
dated  July  regarding adoption of
the Tax Code in first reading, are in the
process of being resolved. In particular, the
corporate profit tax rate, the maximum rate
of personal income tax, the value8added tax
rate, and the taxation base for the real estate
tax need to be agreed upon.
We believe that the main reason for the de8
lays in adopting the Tax Code is the feeble
government decision8making process in
Ukraine. In international practice, the de8
velopment and coordination of state policy
strategy precedes the elaboration of draft
laws, with the strategy described and distrib8
uted in the form of green or white papers.
After the goals and options of state policy
have been agreed upon by the interested
parties, the government prepares a draft law
which serves as a tool for implementation
of the agreed policy.
In Ukraine, the procedure of adopting gov8
ernment decisions is usually associated with
a draft law, which lays down a single policy
variant. In the process, however, new pro8
posals inevitably come up, and since the
policy strategy has not been agreed upon, it
becomes difficult to coordinate the differ8
ent proposals, to say nothing about their le8
gal formalisation.
With regard to the draft Tax Code, the main
dilemma in the process of adopting it is, on
the one hand, an attempt to alleviate the tax
burden, and, on the other hand, trying to
prevent a significant slump in budget reve8
nues. One of the compromise variants is set
forth in the President’s Edict “On the main
objectives of the  budget policy” dated
 May . The statement includes the
following proposals:
 reduce the VAT rate from % to %;
 reduce the corporate profit tax rate from
% to %;
 In a Green Paper, the government submits for consideration a public issue or draws attention to a
probable course of events. In a White Paper, the government summarises the debates about a Green
Paper and formulates possible solutions or ways of their usage.
 In a resolution dated  July , the Verkhovna Rada proposed to set the VAT rate at %.
 Pursuant to the resolution dated  July , the Verkhovna Rada proposes to leave the rate of the
corporate enterprise tax at the % level, and to increase norms of depreciation costs. The Ministry of
Finance believes that this change will lead to an increased number of unprofitable enterprises, and as a
result the budget revenues will nosedive, unlike the case if the rate of the corporate tax is reduced and
the current rates of depreciation costs are left the same.
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 introduce a new scale for personal in8
come tax, and set its maximum rate at
%;
 reduce the dividend tax rate from %
to %;
 abolish tax privileges based on the secto8
ral principle, or as part of economic ex8
periments.
The lack of a coordinated strategy has led to
discrepancies regarding the norms of the
draft Tax Code which envisage structural
changes in the taxation system. Particularly,
it involves the following norms:
 introduction of a real estate tax, which
is to encourage a more efficient alloca8
tion of resources. However, in Ukraine
the underdevelopment of the real estate
market, including the land market (see
AGRICULTURE) and housing market, as
well as the low mobility of citizens, are
hampering the implementation of this
tax. Therefore, it is advisable to consid8
er options for a gradual implementation
of this tax;
 introduction of a unified social tax in8
stead of the collection of levies to four
funds of obligatory state insurance. This
change should help to reduce business8
es’ compliance costs;
 implementation of a differentiated VAT
rate. We judge that  a lower VAT rate (e.g.,
%) for sales of agricultural produce
would be an alternative if the exemption
of agricultural produce sales from VAT
is abolished (see AGRICULTURE).
In his edict, the president charged the gov8
ernment with analysing these issues and
working out relevant proposals. In order to
execute these tasks, the government has to8
follow the tactic of determining and coordi8
nating the goals of tax policy, analysing all
options and their consequences, discussing
them with interested parties, and choosing
an acceptable version which will be final8
ised in the form of a law.
Tax administration
The most important legislative acts in the
taxation field, adopted during the last year,
have pertained to tax administration. We be8
lieve that effective tax administration must
foresee the least possible costs for both tax8
payers and the tax authorities.
Redeeming tax liabilities
The most significant event in tax adminis8
tration was the adoption of the Law of
Ukraine dated  December  “On the
procedure for redeeming  taxpayers’ liabil8
ities  towards budgets and state targeted
funds”. We believe that this law will promote
more effective tax administration, thanks to
the detailed regulation of procedures gov8
erning the interaction between taxpayers
and tax authorities. The law introduced the
following innovations:
 The kartoteka (the prerogative right of
the state to unilaterally seize funds from
the accounts of enterprises to settle tax
debts) has been abolished (see FINANCIAL
LEGISLATION);
 Procedures for submitting and reviewing
tax declarations have been put in order;
 A comprehensive list has been drawn up
of  agencies controlling the collection of
taxes, duties, and compulsory payments;
it includes tax administration bodies,
customs offices, and agencies of the Pen8
sion Fund and Social Insurance Fund.
Only the tax bodies and state executives
are entitled to collect taxes, in accord8
ance with their authority.  By this law, the
supervisory agencies are entitled to con8
duct checks of timeliness, authenticity,
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 Tax compromise is the satisfaction of some part of the claim of a taxpayer by the tax agency, under the
condition that the taxpayer undertakes to pay the rest of the liabilities calculated by the tax agency.
and accurateness of accrual of only those
taxes and duties which pertain to the
scope of their authority;
 Procedures for regulating tax payments
have been set. Taxpayers independent8
ly calculate their tax liabilities in their
tax declaration. If taxpayers do not sub8
mit a declaration, or if a tax body ques8
tions the authenticity of information stat8
ed in the declaration, then the tax agen8
cy independently determines the
amounts of tax liability. Taxpayers are en8
titled to appeal decisions of control bod8
ies administratively or in court (see
chart). Procedures for the administrative
appeal give taxpayers some time in or8
der to resolve their situation of not be8
ing able to pay taxes. Moreover, penal8
ties are not accrued during this period;
 In the process of an administrative ap8
peal, if the norms of the tax legislation
are interpreted ambiguously, the variant
foreseeing a decision in favour of the tax8
payer should be preferred. However, this
rule is not binding for the court. Clarifi8
cations made by tax bodies from now on
will not be regarded as normative8legal
acts, and they can only be issued by the
central tax body. Taxpayers cannot be
called to account if in their actions they
were governed by tax directives which
were later modified;
 The practices of partial payment of tax
debts, postponement of payments, and
payments by installment have been legal8
ised. The basis for this tax compromise
is the evidence collected at the tax body
proving that this tax compromise will
speed up the settlement of tax liabilities,
or will stimulate the full repayment of tax
debts, while if a case is being passed to
the courts, these results would not be
achieved. An official from the tax body
who is in charge of reviewing the taxpay8
er’s claim must submit a written justifica8
tion of the advisability of the tax compro8
mise, and must agree the decision with
two other tax officials. Grounds for tax pay8
ment by installment (or a delay in pay8
ment) can be a justified statement from
the taxpayer indicating temporary inabil8
ity to pay taxes. Decisions on paying gen8
eral state taxes by installment within a
budget year is confirmed by the chief of
the tax body and approved by a high8lev8
el manager of the tax body. If the delay in
payment goes beyond the budget year, the
decision must be taken by the chief of the
central tax body, having agreed it with the
Ministry of Finance. In case of the restruc8
turing of [procedures for] paying local
taxes and duties, the decision is endorsed
by the manager of the tax body and adopt8
ed by the financial body of the local exec8
utive authority. Losses from payment by
installment should be indicated in the
budget execution reports, and decisions
on payment by installments should be
published annually. We believe that the
establishment of legal procedures for tax
payment by installment will enhance the
transparency of the tax bodyactivity, and
will limit abuse;
 Procedures for tax debt seizure by means
of tax collateral have been determined
(corresponding articles come into effect
on  October ). If the tax declara8
tion is not submitted at all or taxes are
not paid on time, all property of the en8
terprise becomes tax collateral. Accord8
ing to the norms stipulated in the law,
the enterprise has at least two months to
resolve the problem with its tax debts (to
pay the tax debt or agree on payment by
installments or find a tax compromise).
After two months have elapsed, the tax
agency can sell the assets in tax collater8
al in order to redeem the debt. Taxpay8
ers have the right to set the priority or8
der of selling their assets. The law de8
mands that all assets should be sold
through public auctions.
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Chart I. Procedures regulating tax payments
Taxpayer (TP) submits income 
declaration on time
Tax agency (TA) determines  
tax liability
TP agrees to tax liabilities 
determined by TA
TP submits a claim to TA
TA satisfies the claim
TP proceeds with the claim to 
TA of higher level
TA of higher level satisfies the 
claim
TP proceeds with the claim to 
the central TA 
TA satisfies the claim
The case is tried in court
The amount of tax liability is 
agreed upon
Audit reveals 
understated/overstated 
tax liability
No
No
No
No
No
No Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Changes in the tax burden
 The Law dated  June  “On the taxation system” regards the duties collected for state insurance
as part of the taxation system.
Over the past year, an increased tax burden
has been imposed on enterprises, because
of the increased duties collected to the  state
insurance funds. Meanwhile, the positive
trend to abolish sectoral taxes and duties has
continued.
State insurance duties
Pursuant to the legislative amendments,
three general funds of mandatory social in8
surance were established in Ukraine: the
Fund for Insurance Against Temporary Pro8
fessional Disability (the legal successor of the
Social Insurance Fund), the Fund Promot8
ing Employment, and the Fund for Social
Insurance Against Accidents. All three funds
possess the status of non8commercial self8
governing organisations, and they are man8
aged by representatives of the government,
employees, and employers on a parity basis.
This strengthens public control over the
usage of insurance funds.
However, the establishment of three separate
social insurance funds will increase the
business costs of enterprises. According to
the law, the enterprise (entrepreneur)
should be registered in each fund, and also
report to each fund separately. Still, there
are no standardised requirements for re8
porting. The biggest report by content is the
one to be submitted to the Fund for Social
Insurance Against Accidents. An entrepre8
neur must annually submit information on
the number of employees, annual payroll,
actual volume of sales, the number of acci8
dents, and occupational diseases.
According to our estimations, in the wake of
changes in the legislation on state social in8
surance, the average  tax burden on the wage
pool in the economy increased approximate8
ly from .% to %.
On  April , the Law dated  Septem8
ber  “On obligatory general state so8
We believe that the highest risk in enforc8
ing this law will be the impact of the norm
regarding the application of indirect meth8
ods for determining tax liability. If methods
of indirect assessment are not developed
and broadly enforced, and if an independ8
ent expertise of these methods is not con8
ducted, then granting tax agencies the right
to apply indirect methods may bring about
rent8seeking on the part of representatives
of these agencies. Success of the implemen8
tation of this law will depend on the progress
achieved in the process of establishing an
independent judicial system (see JUDICIAL RE*
FORM).
Other changes
On  September  the new Criminal
Code of Ukraine, adopted by the Verkhov8
na Rada on  April , came into effect.
According to the revised version of the code,
the degree of criminal responsibility for in8
tentional tax evasion has been reduced (see
Table ).
The Law of Ukraine dated  March 
“On amending the Cabinet of Ministers of
Ukraine Decree ‘On excise’” eliminated  the
ambiguity in the norms on excise collection.
In particular, the definition of the concept
‘excise’ has been specified, tolling sales
schemes were added as objects of taxation,
and it was resolved to collect the excise by
accrual.
The revised version of the Law of Ukraine
“On implementation of a single duty collect8
ed at check8points of the national border of
Ukraine” will encourage more effective im8
plementation. In particular, the law, dated
 July , clearly stipulates the rates of
the single duty (see OPEN ECONOMY).
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cial insurance against accidents at workplac8
es and occupational diseases which result8
ed in professional disability” came into ef8
fect, in accordance with which employers
pay duties to the Fund for Social Insurance
Against Accidents. The insurance tariff fluc8
tuates between .% and .% of the
wage pool, depending on the class of pro8
fessional risk of production. The profession8
al risk class, and thus the tariff rate, are de8
termined by the Fund for each enterprise
individually, in accordance with the law
dated  February  and the Cabinet of
Ministers resolution dated  September
. On average, the duty in the economy
will amount to about % of the wage pool.
The highest tariff, .%, is set for under8
ground coal mining.
According to the Cabinet of Ministers reso8
lution issued on  March , the maxi8
mum wage of  an employee, from which the
duties to the fund of social insurance are
Table . Criminal responsibility for intentional tax evasion
Source: Criminal Code of the USSR dated  December , Criminal Code of Ukraine dated  April .
 In the Criminal Code, the threshold of responsibility and amounts of fines are set in “non8taxable
minimums”. We present these indicators in hryvnias, given that the “non8taxable minimum of income of
citizens” is currently  UAH.
deducted  was increased from , to ,
UAH. This resolution proves the instability
of the tax policy and is inconsistent with the
Law of Ukraine “On the taxation system”,
Types of
intentional
tax evasion
– pursuant to  Criminal Code – pursuant to  Criminal Code
Definition Punishment Definition Punishment
In significant
amounts
Over
, UAH
Up to  years of
correctional work, or
prohibition to occupy
certain official posts or
engage in certain activities
for  years, or , UAH
of fine.
Over
, UAH
Fine from , to ,
UAH, or prohibition to
occupy certain official
posts or engage in
certain activities
for  years.
In large
amounts
Over
, UAH
Imprisonment for
up to  years with
prohibition of occupying
certain official posts or
engaging in certain
activities for  with (or
without) property seizure,
or up to  years of
correctional work,
or , UAH of fine.
Over
, UAH
Fine from , to
,  UAH, or
correctional work for
 years, or probation for
 years, with prohibition
of occupying certain
official posts or engaging
in certain activities for 
years.
In
exceptionally
large
amounts
Over
, UAH
Imprisonment for  to 
years with property
seizure, and prohibition to
occupy certain official
posts or engage in certain
activities for  years.
Over
, UAH
Imprisonment for  to 
years with prohibition of
occupying certain official
posts or engaging in
certain activities for 
years, with property
seizure .
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which stipulates that changes in the mecha8
nism of  collecting taxes and duties must be
enacted exclusively by law.
Moreover, pursuant to the Law of Ukraine
dated  December  “On the State
Budget for ”, the term of validity for
additional duties to the Pension Fund was
extended.
On the other hand, according to the Law of
Ukraine dated  January  “On the
amount of contributions to certain types of
mandatory social insurance”, contributions
for social insurance of temporary profession8
al disability and unemployment were re8
duced verall from ..% to % of the wage
pool. However, this reduction is too insig8
nificant to compensate the losses after intro8
duction of the duties collected to the Fund
for Social Insurance Against Accidents.
Taxes
Taxes should not raise barriers to entering
the business market or to promoting eco8
nomic competition. Taking this fact into
consideration, tax reform in Ukraine needs
to abolish sectoral taxes and create favoura8
ble conditions for the taxation of small busi8
nesses.
The law dated  June  abolished the
excursion and tourism duty. This decision
will promote competition in the tourism
sector. Nevertheless, a decision to abolish
the duty for the development of grape8grow8
ing, horticulture, and hops8growing has not
been approved yet.
Pursuant to the Law of Ukraine dated  Sep8
tember  “On amending the Law of
Ukraine ‘On the value8added tax’”, the
threshold of volume of operations, overstep8
ping of which requires the registration of
an enterprise as a VAT taxpayer, was in8
creased from  to , “nn8taxable min8
imums” (from , to , UAH).
Thanks to this change, the compliance costs
for small and medium businesses will sig8
nificantly decrease.
Equality of taxpayers
Over the past year, the government has not
wholly enforced its declared policy of abol8
ishing tax privileges granted according to
the sectoral principle or within the frame8
work of economic experiments. Decisions
taken in this area had been incosistent:
 The term of validity of the VAT exemp8
tion of transactions of sale of agricultural
output was extended (pursuant to the
Law of Ukraine “On promoting agricul8
tural development for –”; see
AGRICULTURE), yet the seasonal privileg8
es for importing diesel oil for agriculture
were abolished (pursuant to the law dat8
ed  July );
 The term for conducting the experi8
ment in the mining and metallurgic
complexwas extended to  January
, but the discount rate of the profit
tax for enterprises participating in the
experiment increased from % to %
(pursuant to the law dated  December
);
 Laws on establishing three special eco8
nomic zones were adopted, although af8
ter the results of their activity became
evident, the list of privileges for the Sla8
vutych SEZ  was shortened (pursuant to
the Law of Ukraine dated  October 
“On amending Article  of the Law of
Ukraine ‘On the Slavutych Special Eco8
nomic Zone’”).
The issue of debt write8offs stipulated in the
law dated  December  stirred up the
most disputes. On the one hand, such write8
 The excursion and tourism duty was introduced by the Law dated  July  “On the protection of
cultural heritage”. Payers of this duty were enterprises of the tourism sector.
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offs helped to resolve the stagnant tax debts.
On the other hand, write8offs violate the
principle of equality of taxpayers, since they
favour those enterprises which have paid no
taxes.
Nevertheless, we expect that the practice of
unjustified tax write8offs will be abandoned
in the future. The law dated  December
 declares that only bad tax debts are
subject to being written off. Bad debts are,
for example, the debts of a bankrupt enter8
prise, a deceased individual, and also a debt
which has not been seized within , cal8
endar days starting from the day of deter8
mining the tax liability.
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The goals of judicial reform in Ukraine are
the following: () organisation of the judi8
cial authority to be independent of the leg8
islative and executive authorities; () reor8
ganisation of the judicial system on the ba8
sis of territory and specialisation; and () im8
provement of court procedures so that they
will ensure the right of any citizen to have
his/her case considered by a competent, in8
dependent, and impartial court.
Thanks to modifications in the Law of
Ukraine “On the judiciary in Ukraine”, the
Criminal Code, Civil Code, and Arbitration
Code of Ukraine introduced on  June
, the system of courts of general juris8
diction from now on corresponds to Article
 of the Constitution of Ukraine. The high8
est judicial body is the Supreme Court of
Ukraine. Raion (municipal) courts, military
courts of garrisons, commercial courts of the
Autonomous Republic of Crimea, oblast
courts, and municipal courts of Kyiv and
Sevastopol acquire local status. The Su8
preme Court of the Autonomous Republic
of Crimea, oblast courts, Kyiv and Sevas8
topol municipal courts, military district
courts, and naval courts acquire the status
of appeal courts. The law envisages the cre8
ation of commercial appeal courts, and the
Supreme Arbitration Court acquires the sta8
tus of the Supreme Commercial Court of
Ukraine.
Judicial reform
Expiration of the five5year term of the “Transitional Provisions” of the Constitution
of Ukraine became a significant impetus for the implementation of a small5scale
legal reform. Over the period of June–July , the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine
adopted a set of laws on reforming the national judicial system and court procedures.
Amendments to the following laws of Ukraine were adopted: “On the judiciary in
Ukraine”, “On the status of judges”, “On bodies of judicial self5government”, “On
the public prosecutor’s office”, “On the arbitration court”, “On the militia”, and
also on making amendments to the procedural codes. If these amendments had not
been adopted by the parliament, Ukraine might have been left without a judicial
system after  June 
The changes in court structure offer more
possibilities to protect entrepreneurs’ rights.
Now, appeal courts can review cases and
adopt new decisions. These establishments
now have the right to directly investigate
evidence and evaluate it independently
from the opinion of the first instance court.
This means that if one of the parties to the
investigated case is not satisfied with the
verdict of the first instance court, this party
stands a realistic chance of soliciting a com8
prehensive reconsideration of the actual cir8
cumstances of the case in the appeal court,
and can also demand adherence to material
and procedural legislation. Moreover, there
is a chance for reconsideration of a disad8
vantageous verdict on appeal, despite the
fact that the court’s decision may come into
effect by this time. This kind of judicial sys8
tem is established in developed countries.
The objective of legal reform in Ukraine is
to establish judicial control over the legality
and validity of procedural decisions of in8
vestigating bodies which restrict citizens’
rights. Such control is stipulated in the Law
of Ukraine dated  June  “On amend8
ing the Criminal Code of Ukraine”, which
authorises courts to adopt decisions that re8
sult in restrictions during the period of pre8
trial investigation of cases dealing with the
most essential constitutional rights and
freedoms of citizens. Notably, only the court
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can decide on arrests, custody, and deten8
tion of individuals suspected of having com8
mitted a crime, and also on conducting
searches of premises or other property of sus8
pects. From now on, the prosecutor’s func8
tions are limited and he/she even has no
right to issue arrest warrants. Without a
court warrant it is impossible to seize a sus8
pect’s correspondence, to tap communica8
tions lines, or to install listening devices.
The Law of Ukraine dated  June 
“On amending the Law of Ukraine ‘On ex8
pert committees, qualificatory attestation,
and disciplinary responsibility of judges of
courts of Ukraine’” increases the discipli8
nary responsibility of judges. Now, we believe
that willfulness in adopting decisions which
restrict the constitutional rights of citizens
will be reduced.
In order to observe constitutional rules of
lawmaking, such as competitiveness and sup8
port of the state prosecutor in the courts,
significant changes were introduced to the
Procedural Code of Ukraine regarding the
scope of rights and obligations of the parties
to the trial:
 From now on, during a court trial, a sin8
gle body or individual cannot be solely
responsible for executing the functions
of prosecution, defence, and adopting
decisions. During a criminal trial, the
court is prohibited from executing du8
ties of the prosecution or defence. The
prosecutor acts on behalf of the state, or
in some cases the victim or his/her rep8
resentative. The defendant himself/her8
self can act as a defence lawyer, as can
his/her lawyer or an authorised repre8
sentative. The court is only authorised
to consider cases and issue decisions;
 The possibilities of the defence in the
courts are considerably increased. The
defence lawyer’s rights stipulated in the
Criminal Code of Ukraine permit this
individual to actually conduct a parallel
independent investigation, and to find
evidence and witnesses. In this case, if suf8
ficient financial resources and enough
time are available, there is a chance to
equalise defence party and prosecution
party positions.
In general, the small8scale legal reform has
laid the foundation for the implementation
of general legal reforms in Ukraine and the
proper assurance of the rights and freedoms
of citizens. The introduced changes give
reason to believe that the third arm of gov8
ernment has become more independent. At
the same time, we believe that some prob8
lems have not still been solved; these are:
 No pre8trial investigation has been organ8
ised;
 No jury institution has been created
through which citizens can directly par8
ticipate in court proceedings;
 Parliamentarians did not reach an agree8
ment regarding the revised version of the
Law of Ukraine “On the judiciary in
Ukraine”, which will be a sort of consti8
tution for the judicial arm of government;
 No financial resources have been identi8
fied for the judicial reform process,
which requires significant funding.
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Protection of economic
competition
The crucial need to improve legislation on the protection of economic competition
resulted in the Law of Ukraine “On the protection of economic competition” being
adopted on  January . After entering into effect as of March , this act
will become the basis for Ukraine’s antimonopoly legislation and will replace the
Law of Ukraine dated  February  “On restricting monopoly and preventing
unfair competition in entrepreneurial activity”. According to the new law, the role
of the Antimonopoly Committee of Ukraine will change dramatically; now the
committee will perform proactive functions, i.e., effective assurance of economic
competition. At the same time, the law includes provisions that might increase the
risks for business activity
The Law of Ukraine dated  January 
“On the protection of economic activity”
provides an accurate and comprehensive
definition and classification of anti8compet8
itive coordinated actions of business enti8
ties and abuse of monopolistic (dominant)
positions in the market.
The new law includes a list of features of
monopolistic (dominant) positions for a
number of business entities, while the Law
“On restricting monopoly and preventing
unfair competition in entrepreneurial activ8
ity” did not provide this list.
A separate section of the law is dedicated to
identifying anti8competitive actions of cen8
tral government bodies, local government
bodies, and bodies of administrative8eco8
nomic management and control. As these
anti8competitive actions are characterised
comprehensively enough, we believe that
these norms will give the Antimonopoly
Committee of Ukraine additional legal sup8
port to prevent violation of the principles of
economic competition by central and local
government bodies.
The law regulates in detail the activities of
the Antimonopoly Committee. Nearly half
of the law’s provisions set procedures for
granting permission for coordinated actions
or concentration of business entities, as well
as procedures for reviewing cases of violat8
ed legislation on the protection of econom8
ic activity and for executing decisions and
orders of the Antimonopoly Committee of
Ukraine. The aim of such detailed regula8
tion is to establish clear and transparent pro8
cedural rules for the activities of the Anti8
monopoly Committee of Ukraine.
The role of the Antimonopoly Committee
has been changed dramatically. This legal
entity will now perform not only reactive
functions directed to limit monopolistic
manifestations and preventing unfair com8
petition, but also proactive functions as8
signed to the committee, to effectively pro8
tect economic competition.
On the other hand, the Law “On the protec8
tion of economic competition” includes
norms that may increase the risks for busi8
ness activity:
 The definition of the term “goods mar8
ket” is not comprehensive. The law states
that there exists a circulation of (ex8
changeable) goods for which there is a
certain demand and supply over a cer8
tain period and within a certain territo8
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ry. As the Law “On the protection of eco8
nomic competition” does not define the
minimum territorial unit that possesses
the status of a “certain territory”, this term
can be interpreted in a broad sense (ter8
ritory of Ukraine, oblast, raion, or inhab8
ited locality) and in a narrow sense (even
a suburb or street in an inhabited locali8
ty). Therefore, due to the hazy defini8
tion of the “goods market”, officials from
the Antimonopoly Committee of
Ukraine may interpret the term “a cer8
tain territory” quite freely. We believe
that as a consequence, the actions of busi8
ness entities may be unreasonably quali8
fied as violation of legislation on the pro8
tection of economic competition and,
hence, this results in a greater number
of these entities being called to account;
 According to the Law “On the protection
of economic competition”, the penalties
and fines seized must be allocated to a
special fund of the State Budget of
Ukraine as the own proceeds of the Anti8
monopoly Committee of Ukraine, and be
used for the committee’s needs, unless
otherwise stated in legislation. This norm
is inconsistent with the state policy regard8
ing sources of financing for state govern8
ment bodies, and it also creates incentives
for the Antimonopoly Committee to in8
crease proceeds from imposed penalties.
We believe that under these conditions,
officials from the Antimonopoly Commit8
tee of Ukraine will not remain impartial
when considering cases of violation of
antimonopoly legislation;
 Potential violators of legislation on the
protection of economic competition are
being treated unjustly in terms of the
degree of responsibility. A penalty of –
% of the previous year’s income is
imposed onto business entities, while for
officials of central and local government
bodies the law envisages only adminis8
trative accountability.
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The institutional basis and coordination of
liberalised trade relations are maintained
by the World Trade Organisation (WTO).
Ukraine’s accession to the WTO has
dragged on for eight years already, through
the lack of a coordinated foreign trade poli8
cy. In order to be accepted to the WTO,
Ukraine needs to harmonise its legislation
with the GATT/WTO requirements, in par8
ticular:
 ensure the protection of intellectual prop8
erty rights (IPR);
 abandon discriminatory protectionism in
agriculture (including import and export
quotas and regulation of prices for min8
eral fertiliser; see AGRICULTURE ) and the
mining and metallurgical complex (tax
benefits, quotas for exporting scrap met8
al );
 amend customs procedures, technical
regulation (standardisation, certifica8
Open economy
Increased openness of the economy means lower barriers for the foreign trade of
goods and services, international capital flow, and labour force movement. Thanks
to an open economy, different countries have more opportunities to maximise trade
revenues, and optimise the allocation of global resources via the effective promotion
of competitive advantages . Over the last few years, a tendency towards increased
economic openness has been observed in developed countries, developing countries,
and countries with a transitional economy. Over the last  months, Ukraine has
progressed noticeably in increasing the degree of trading openness of its economy;
meanwhile, in the sphere of capital flows and labor force movement, no visible
changes have occurred so far
Trade openness
tion, sanitary and phytosanitary norms;
see REGULATION OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY) and
other regulatory requirements in ac8
cordance with international standards.
Intellectual property
Given the fewer obstacles to the movement
of goods and services, IPR protection should
be regarded as an important step to trade lib8
eralisation. However, it should also be taken
into account that the consequences of enhanc8
ing the IPR protection system in Ukraine will
be uneven. In the short run, consumption
of intellectual property products will drop
through their increased costliness. Neverthe8
less, in the long run Ukraine will be able to
reap the benefits of WTO membership and,
thus, stimulate the establishment of national
intellectual property.
During the last  months, a number of
amendments aimed at enhancing IPR pro8
tection have been entered into legislation.
The most important was the adoption of the
 See POLICY STUDIES No.  for more on the consequences of Ukraine’s accession to the WTO (December
), p. .
 See QUARTERLY PREDICTIONS, April , p. .
 See POLICY STUDIES, No.  (December ), p. .
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Law of Ukraine dated  July  “On
amending the Law of Ukraine ‘On copyright
and allied rights’”, which is a framework
document in the sphere of the protection
of copyright and allied rights and is coordi8
nated with the draft Tax Code. In our opin8
ion, the major positive amendments to the
law are the following:
 harmonising the standards set forth in
the law with the Berlin convention on
the protection of literary and artistic
works and the convention on protecting
the interests of producers of recordings
from illegal reproduction dated  Oc8
tober , both of which Ukraine has
joined;
 enhanced protection of copyrights and
allied rights: () expanded list of viola8
tions which provide grounds for court
protection, and also a list of methods for
civil and court protection of these rights
(in particular, temporary protection
measures before filing a lawsuit or before
reviewing a case according to the
TRIPS ); () clearly defined responsibil8
ity for failure to adhere to copyright
agreements; () increased protection of
copyrights of software applications and
databases.
We consider unreasonable the granting of
excessive authority to the Cabinet of Minis8
ters of Ukraine in this area. Pursuant to the
law, the CMU stipulates the amount of re8
muneration for using audio and video re8
cordings, for alienation of property rights
for recordings (a/v), and the procedure and
terms of payment. This norm violates the re8
quirements of the World Organisation on In8
tellectual Property, according to which the
amount of remuneration and terms of pay8
ment are fixed in agreements between end8
users of audio and video recordings and
non8governmental organisations which con8
trol the rights of recording manufacturers
and artists.
Among the other normative steps aimed at
reducing violations in the IPR sphere, the
following should be mentioned:
 prohibition of the sale of audiovisual
products and recordings without control
marking, and defining the rules for pro8
duction, storage, and sales of control
markings and for the marking itself (see
resolutions of the Cabinet of Ministers
of Ukraine dated  November  “On
amending the Regulations on the retail
sale of copies of audiovisual works and
recordings” and “On the approval of pro8
visions on distributing copies of audio8
visual works and recordings” dated 
October ). These innovations intro8
duce an easily enforceable tool to con8
trol the sales of pirated products;
 strengthening criminal responsibility for
the illegal production, marketing, and
usage of objects of intellectual property
(see the Law of Ukraine dated  April
 “On amending certain legislative
acts of Ukraine aimed at increasing the
responsibility for violation of rights for
objects of intellectual property rights”
and Table ). At the same time, we think
that the amount of the fine is still too low
to pose high risks for the pirating activi8
ty and reimburse the expenses from the
illegal sale of products of intellectual
property.
 Trade8Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights.
 In particular, unrestricted reproduction of a single copy of software programs is permitted only under
the following condition: such a copy is designated for archiving or replacing the purchased one with its legal
copy in case the original is lost, destroyed, or proven to be unfit for usage (formerly, it was possible to
reproduce a copy of the program to use “on a certain computer according to its purpose”).
 IFPI (International Federation of the Phonographic Industry) data for  reveal that the monthly
expenses of Ukrainian consumers for audio cassettes and CDs amount to $ million.
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We believe that the following additional leg8
islative amendments should be enacted: ()
adopt the Civil Code, which will ensure the
framework regulation of IPR; and () join
the international convention on protecting
the rights of artists, recording producers,
and broadcasting organisations, as well as
the copyright agreement of the World Or8
ganisation of Intellectual Property.
Despite the dramatic improvement of legis8
lative IPR regulation, the number of viola8
tions of these rights in Ukraine has hardly
dropped. The “Regulations on retailing of
copies of audiovisual works and recordings”
prohibit the sale of audiovisual works with8
out control holograms, and also distribution
through kiosks, vendors stands, or in the
markets. Nevertheless, these products are
sold virtually without any restrictions. We
single out the following main causes of the
current situation:
 Lack of interest in IPR protection among
the general public. In order to gain pub8
lic support on issues of IPR protection,
citizens should be made aware of the
long8term benefits of Ukraine’s accession
to the WTO and the establishment of na8
tional intellectual property;
 Lack of effective mechanisms to imple8
ment necessary legislative acts. In order
to partially solve this problem, the CMU
appointed working groups to conduct
comprehensive auditing of business en8
tities that are engaged in the sale of au8
diovisual works (see the Directive of the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine dated 
July  “On certain issues of the sale
of copies of audiovisual works and record8
ings”). We consider it advisable to estab8
lish separate agencies as units of the Min8
istry of Internal Affaires of Ukraine and
Security Service of Ukraine to deal with
IPR violations (this action is envisaged
in the Decree of the President of Ukraine
dated  April  “On measures to
protect intellectual property in
Ukraine”), which would help to boost the
responsibility of law8enforcing agencies.
Customs procedures
Over the last  months, the Verkhovna Rada
failed to adopt a new Customs Code,  hav8
ing adopted it on  July  only in sec8
ond reading. The key issue not yet agreed
upon is the scope of duties of the State Cus8
toms Service, specifically; whether it will be
equalled in status to law8enforcing agencies.
Entrusting the State Customs Service with
such a scope of authorities is a rather com8
mon worldwide practice; therefore, we be8
lieve that such measures will optimise cus8
toms control in Ukraine. We may expect the
Verkhovna Rada to adopt the new Customs
Code after having clarified controversial is8
sues, i.e., the Verkhovna Rada will grant
more authority to the State Customs Service
and withdraw the norms inconsistent with
extant legislation.
Foreign trade liberalisation demands simpli8
fied procedures for border crossing. An
important step in this direction was the cre8
ation of the unified customs tariffs—the list
of import duty rates. This list has been sys8
tematised according to the detailed (8dig8
it) classification of goods pursuant to the Law
of Ukraine dated  April  “On customs
tariffs in Ukraine”.
Thanks to the new classification, which
meets EU standards, the transaction expens8
es of entities engaging in foreign trade have
diminished. Moreover, this innovation
grants the authority to set and modify im8
port duty rates only to the Verkhovna Rada.
We believe that this amendment will allow
to raise the awareness of foreign traders re8
garding the forms and scope of tariffs and
customs control, and also allows these enti8
ties to plan their activities better.
Pursuant to the Law of Ukraine dated  July
 “On amending the Law of Ukraine ‘On
 The draft Customs Code was adopted in first reading on  May . For an evaluation of the new draft
Customs Code, see POLICY STUDIES No.  (December ), p. .
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enforcing a single customs duty collected at
national border check8points of Ukraine’”,
charging a single duty at national border
check8points will speed up customs control
and reduce costs. The revised version of the
law differs from the previous one by setting
Countries with transitional economies often
resort to restraining international capital
flows, substantiating this policy by the need
to preserve independence of monetary pol8
icy under conditions of a fixed or strictly con8
trolled currency exchange rate. Among the
negative repercussions of imposing restric8
tions on capital flows are worsened investor
expectations and the threat of a decrease in
both undesirable and desirable financial
transactions, as well as huge expenditures
on administration and the risk of delaying
necessary reforms in the financial market.
Compared to other countries of Central and
Eastern Europe, Ukraine is regarded as be8
ing relatively closed for capital flows in the
economy. The main hindrances for interna8
tional capital mobility are the obligatory sale
Openness for capital flows
Most countries are less open for labour force
movement than they are for goods circula8
tion and capital flows. Immigration of labour
forces from less developed countries ad8
versely affects the interests of the local la8
bour force because of the decline in wages
and increased unemployment rates country8
wide, which in turn trigger social conflicts.
For its part, Ukraine has also raised barri8
ers to the movement of labour forces, some
of which we regard as being excessive.
For example, according to the Cabinet of
Ministers of Ukraine Resolution dated 
November  “On adopting the proce8
dure for issuing foreigners and individuals
without citizenship employment permits to
work in Ukraine”, an employment permit
can be issued to a foreigner under the fol8
lowing conditions: () there are no workers
Openness for labour force movement
in the country able to perform a certain type
of work; () sufficient justification is submit8
ted regarding usage of the services of foreign
specialists. This may cause serious abuses of
power when issuing permits.
Minor amendments aimed at eliminating
barriers to entering the country were intro8
duced into legislation during the past year.
The Decree of the President of Ukraine “On
additional measures on exercising the hu8
man right to freedom of movement and free
choice of the place to live” is expected to
facilitate the entry of foreigners to Ukraine.
According to this decree, foreigners enter8
ing Ukraine in accordance with the estab8
lished procedures, and their identity docu8
ments, will only be registered at the nation8
al border check8points; further registration
a single customs duty for different types of
vehicles. This amendment will allow the en8
actment of this law without waiting for final
decisions on all by8laws pertaining to it.
of % of hard8currency revenues of export8
ers and the necessity of licensing most resi8
dents’ transactions at the NBU (opening
accounts abroad, purchase of foreign secu8
rities, transactions with derivatives and oth8
er instruments, granting loans to foreigners,
performing foreign direct investments, pur8
chase of real estate abroad, etc.). Through8
out the past year, no noteworthy changes in
the direction of increased financial open8
ness have taken place.
When imposing restrictions on capital flows
in Ukraine, the following goal is put forward:
to secure currency8market stability and pre8
vent capital outflows. We believe that these
measures are justified only for the transition
period, and in future the NBU will have to
gradually discontinue them.
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Table . Criminal responsibility for IPR violations
Source: Criminal Code of the USSR dated  December , Criminal Code of Ukraine dated  April .
 The Criminal Code did not include a classification of penalties in accordance with the degree of
aggravation (less than large quantity, “large quantity”, and “particularly large quantity”).
 The minimum [monthly] wage is currently  UAH.
 The “nontaxable minimum” currently constitutes  UAH.
at internal affairs agencies (the infamous
“VVIR”) is no longer required.
Furthermore, according to the Directive is8
sued by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine
on  May , “On measures for further
simplification of formalities related to cross8
ing the national border by individuals and
transport vehicles”, certain procedures for
filling out documents at the border were sim8
plified: checking the existence of medical
insurance and filling out declarations for
private vehicles have been discontinued. We
believe that these changes will stimulate the
growth of the tourism sector in Ukraine.
Type of
violation
 Criminal Code  Criminal Code
Definition Penalty Definition Penalty
Violation of
copyright and
allied rights for
objects of
industrial
property “in
large
quantities”.
—
Correctional work
for a period of up
to  years, or a fine
of  to 
minimum wages
(for less than large
quantities, the
penalty is 
minimum wages).
More than 
“nontaxable
minimums”.
Fine of  to 
“nontaxable minimums” or
correctional work for up to
 years, with the seizure of all
copies of counterfeit
products, equipment, and
materials for its manufacture.
Repeat
violations or
“in particularly
large
quantities”. — —
More than
,
“nontaxable
minimums”.
Fine of  to 
“nontaxable minimums” or
correctional work for up to
 years, or probation for up
to  years with seizure of all
copies of counterfeit
products, equipment, and
materials for its manufacture.
Violation of
copyright and
allied rights
committed by a
government
official.
— — —
Fine of  to ,
“nontaxable minimums”, or
arrest for a period of up to
 months, or probation for
up to  years, with
deprivation of the right to
hold certain positions or
engage in certain activities
for  years.
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Financial sector
Ukraine’s financial system should stimulate the more effective allocation of resources
in the economy and promote growth.  Flaws in the system can slow down business
activity, and not only because of the possible inability of enterprises and households
to make transactions or obtain loans, but also through the erosion of confidence in
official institutions and increased pessimistic expectations.  Over the past 
months, the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine adopted the following laws crucial for the
financial sector: “On financial services and the state regulation of financial services
markets”, “On payment systems and money transfers in Ukraine”, “On the
circulation of bills in Ukraine”, and “On banks and banking activity”
In our opinion, Ukraines’s financial sector
is characterised by the following features:
 relatively low level of financial mediation;
in particular, the volume of loans to the
private sector and deposits constitutes
only –% of GDP;
 lack of proportion in the development
of the banking and non8banking sectors,
with approximately % of the financial
market being accounted for by banking
operations.
The Ukrainian system of regulating the fi8
nancial sector and monitoring its develop8
ment is still in the making.  We have distin8
guished the following weaknesses in the na8
tional policy regarding Ukraine’s financial
sector:
 Sector players and representatives of reg8
ulatory agencies lack an overall picture
of the sector’s development.  A certain
internal development logic can be traced
in particular segments of the sector, e.g.,
banks and the stock market. However,
they sometimes lack coordination and
consistency, which significantly restricts
development of the financial sector in
general;
 Independent institutions regulating and
supervising financial sector develop8
ment are weak or absent, and have inad8
equate capability to resist political pres8
sure.
In order to be able to avoid unwanted risks
and, at the same time, to stimulate finan8
cial market development, objectives and
principles of state regulation of the finan8
cial services market need to be clearly set,
authorities distributed among state agen8
cies, and mechanisms created for their co8
ordination.
We consider the Law of Ukraine dated 
July  “On financial services and the state
regulation of financial services markets” to
be an attempt to solve these problems.  This
law affirms the NBU’s authority to regulate
banking services, and the authority of the
State Commission on Securities and the
Stock Market regarding securities and de8
rivative securities.  In other financial servic8
es markets, a specially authorised executive
body in the sphere of regulation of finan8
cial services markets will perform regulat8
ing functions.  In accordance with the law,
financial institutions are classified as banks,
credit unions, pawnbrokers, leasing compa8
nies, trust funds, insurance companies, pen8
sion savings institutions, investment funds,
and companies and other legal entities,
whose sole activity is rendering financial
services.
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We believe that the mentioned law will have
a positive influence on financial sector de8
velopment, as it creates the following advan8
tages:
 The clear definition of financial terms
and types of financial services will make
market players’ activities increasingly
more transparent, facilitate supervision,
and eliminate the possibility of ambigu8
ous interpretation of terms by parties;
 Delegation of regulatory and superviso8
ry authority over “non8banking and non8
stock” financial services to a single agen8
cy will give the possibility to apply com8
mon principles of regulation, and thus
reduce risks in financial services markets.
Apart from this, when only a single agen8
cy operates in the market and clear prin8
ciples are determined, potential clients
will have more confidence in the insti8
tutions rendering the abovementioned
services.
We believe that a weakness in the new regu8
lating system is uncertainty over the terms
of creating (determining) the authorised
body and beginning of its actual regulatory
activity.  We think that during the first years
of its operation, the authorised body will
focus its efforts primarily on an inventory of
markets and companies pertaining to them;
therefore, it is not worthwhile anticipating
a rapid increase in the volume of operations.
Despite the declared delegation of authori8
ty among three supervisory bodies, conflicts
are still highly likely regarding accountabil8
ity, since some financial market players (e.g.,
banks) can engage in activity that is beyond
the NBU’s scope of influence and is within
the competence of some other authorised
body.  Therefore, effective mechanisms for
the interaction of supervisory bodies, espe8
cially for those cases where their responsi8
bilities overlap, must be developed and im8
plemented.
Taking into account all the above8said, we
expect that in future the issue of creating a
unified regulatory and supervisory body for
the financial market will surface.  Potential8
ly attractive features of this system would be
increased responsibility, economy of re8
sources, and possibility to track sector risks
on the consolidated basis.
The Law “On payment systems and money
transfers in Ukraine” dated  April  has
become an important normative instrument
for the operation of Ukraine’s financial mar8
ket.  This document consolidated a great
number of current norms, replacing a lot
of by8laws.  Though among the subjects of
the law are primarily banks, whose rights
and obligations regarding payment systems
are already clearly defined, the creation of
non8banking payment systems is also envis8
aged by this law.  The law clearly determines
the banks’ responsibility for money transfers;
the penalty for violation of the terms of cli8
ent orders constitutes .% of the amount
of the money transfers per day.  A greater
flexibility in determining the transaction
date (now clients can do it themselves) will
attract more economic agents to use money
transfer services.
Adoption of the Law of Ukraine “On the
circulation of bills in Ukraine” dated 
April  was the culminating point in
Ukraine’s accession to the three Geneva
bill conventions of  (on implementa8
tion of the unified law on transfer bills and
common bills, on settling inconsistent laws
on transfer bills and common bills, and on
stamp duty for transfer bills and common
bills).  The conventions include empty sec8
tions for adding national peculiarities
which have finally been approved.  Previ8
ously, the circulation of bills was regulated
by the National Bank of Ukraine, the Min8
istry of Finance, the State Commission on
Securities and the Stock Market, and the
State Tax Administration.  Normative acts
issued by different institutions have some8
times been inconsistent.  At the same time,
because of a lack of coordination, a lot of
gaps have been identified.  The lack of a
consolidated normative structure has re8
sulted in the creation of different financial
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and trade schemes, which have given the
opportunity to minimise taxes and rather
often are bill schemes only in name and not
in essence.
This new law meets the requirements of
worldwide practices in the circulation of
commodity bills.  According to this law, bills
can only be used to write off money debts for
actually delivered goods, work performed,
or services rendered.  The law does not fore8
see the existence of financial bills.  We believe
that this fact may reduce the amount of non8
transparent payment schemes.
Banking sector
The revised version of the Law “On banks
and banking activity” adopted by the
Verkhovna Rada on  December o has
become a key normative act in the Ukraini8
an banking sector.  The law envisages a sys8
tematic approach to the creation, operation,
reorganisation, and liquidation of banks.
We believe that thanks to the legislative en8
dorsement of formerly diverse normative
acts, banking regulation will stabilise.
The law introduces a number of new ap8
proaches to bank regulation, namely:
 The NBU has been granted more author8
ity to supervise banking activities. Now,
the NBU supervisory authority covers
not only banks, but also affiliated compa8
nies and subsidiaries. Such a consolidat8
ed approach to supervision requires a
more thorough risk evaluation for par8
ticular banks and the banking system in
general.  If a bank violates legislation, the
NBU shall be entitled to resort to vari8
ous kinds of punitive measures, ranging
from imposing penalties on officials to
their dismissal, appointing an ad hoc ad8
ministration, and adopting a decision to
liquidate the bank;
 The protection of client rights has been
increased.  Now, every bank is obliged to
submit a financial status report upon cli8
ent demand; this will make them more
confident when making choices, as they
will be better informed.  The law intro8
duces and specifies the concept of a
banking secret, and it also specifies cas8
es when it is permitted to disregard this
confidentiality clause.  Information
about the accounts of legal entities and
individuals (private entrepreneurs)
which constitutes a banking secret can
be disclosed if the bank receives a writ8
ten inquiry from the prosecutor’s office,
the Security Service of Ukraine, the Min8
istry of Internal Affairs, or the State Tax
Administration.  In all other cases, the
law permits to disclose information about
the banking transactions of individuals
only by court decision;
 The protection of bank’s rights has been
increased; no agency has the right to
block the bank’s correspondent account
(all transactions on the account).  There8
fore, the risk to the activity of the bank
itself will decrease;
 Entering the banking business has been
made easier.  The revised version of the
law does not contain requirements any8
more regarding the maximum share for
a single shareholder of the bank.  The
law permits to expand the range of bank8
ing structures according to their aspects,
in particular, to include cooperative
banks and banking associations. This
will help to attract large loan deposits
and speed up the implementation of new
technological types of services, the devel8
opment of which wholly depends on the
concentration of resources;
 Bank status has been more clearly de8
fined.  The law incorporates precise def8
initions of state and specialised banks,
and banks with foreign capital, and in8
troduces  differentiated requirements as
to a bank’s minimum capital (depend8
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ing on location, territory, or sphere of
activity).  Thanks to the concrete defini8
tion of bank status, the NBU can now
implement regulations (particularly, es8
tablish standards) taking into account
the peculiarities of a particular bank’s
activity and the risks that a given bank
poses for the banking system;
 The approach to licensing banks has
been modified.  Formerly, the NBU li8
censed only particular banking transac8
tions; from now on, all banking activity
is to be licensed, which entitles the bank
to obtain funds, issue loans, and main8
tain accounts;
 A new mechanism for liquidating banks
has been implemented.  The NBU can
appoint an ad hoc administration to man8
age bank’s affairs for a year.  If the NBU
declares the bank insolvent, it will with8
draw the license and initiate the liqui8
dation process.  According to the law, the
liquidation procedure is to take place
over a period of not more than  years
starting from the date of the license with8
drawal. Collateralised claims, and
claims of the Fund of Secured Deposits
of Individuals (up to  UAH per de8
positor) have the priority to be satisfied
first.  Thereafter, it is necessary to pay out
severance to dismissed banking employ8
ees, reimburse expenses pertaining to
the liquidator’s work, and compensate
losses resulting from health and life in8
juries of individuals.  Only then, the
claims of individual depositors (amounts
of over  UAH)  should be satisfied,
and claims which resulted from obliga8
tions to employees.  Thereafter, other
claims can be satisfied.
The mentioned law envisages many chang8
es in the regulation of banking activities that
require time and resources, not only on the
part of commercial banks, but also on the
NBU’s part.  Therefore, on  March ,
the NBU Board adopted the resolution “On
determining the transitional terms of exe8
cution of the requirements of the Law of
Ukraine ‘On banks and banking activity’”,
which delayed the entering into effect of
certain norms of the law over a specific pe8
riod.  The last to come into effect will be the
demand on banks to submit the consolidat8
ed accounting report (this norm will come
into effect on  July ).  We believe that
this transitional period will result in de8
creased bank expenses required to adjust
their activities to new standards.
Over the past year, the obligatory reserves
ratios were reduced from % to –% for
different types of deposits (on average, by
. percentage points).  We believe that the
higher obligatory reserves ratios combined
with a decline of long8term deposits, depos8
its in national currency, and deposits of in8
dividuals will lead to the increase of these
liabilities in the breakdown  of attracted
funds.  On the other hand, cheaper resourc8
es for commercial banks will result in lower
loan interest rates for economic entities.
The revised version of the Provisions “On
the procedure for creating obligatory re8
serves for banks”, approved by resolution of
the NBU Board on  June , does not
permit banks to use obligatory reserves (i.e.,
to perform unsanctioned credit emissions
for payment).  In each case of failure to com8
ply with the norms of obligatory reserves, in
accordance with the Law of Ukraine “On
banks and banking activity”, penalties will
be imposed onto banks, and the amount of
the penalty will be deducted from the
amount of income.  We believe that these
innovations will affect the banking sphere
in the following way:
 Discipline of commercial banks will in8
crease, and this will enable the NBU to
regulate the money supply more accu8
rately through the instrument of obliga8
tory reserves;
 Banks will have more incentives to use re8
financing tools more actively, contribut8
ing to the development of market8based
instruments of the monetary policy.
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Thanks to the centralised database of bad
debtors, the creation of which is envisaged
by the resolution of the NBU Board dated
 June  “On creating a unified infor8
mation system for registering loan8holders
(debtors)”, the quality of the banks’ credit
Stock market
Over the last  months, among the legisla8
tive acts pertaining to the stock market, the
Law of Ukraine dated  March  “On
institutions for mutual investing (share and
corporate investment funds)” (hereinafter –
IMI) is the one worthy of attention.  We be8
lieve that thanks to this law, which is a step
forward in the protection of investors’ in8
terests, the Ukrainian market is becoming
more civilised.
Along with today’s investment funds, des8
ignated to work with vouchers in the priva8
tisation process, the law introduces a
number of new models of institutions
aimed to attract citizen and enterprise
funds and to operate in the financial mar8
ket, particularly, the stock market.  For ex8
ample, the venture investment fund, whose
investing activities are least restricted,
should attract both foreign and domestic
investors—legal entities that are prepared
to take risks for higher profits and are in8
terested in maintaining the confidentiality
of their investments.
The new IMI operating model clearly di8
vides the functions of registrar, custodian,
managing company, and securities trader,
whereas formerly almost all functions were
performed by one company.  We think that
this change will result in reduced risks for
clients, though expenses may increase.
The Presidential Decree dated  March
 “On additional measures for develop8
ment of the stock market in Ukraine” deter8
mines the main objectives for stock market
development in Ukraine for –,
which were worked out by the strategic
group together with different market play8
ers.  The document is aimed at centralisa8
tion of the market, concentration of contracts
for shares of strategic enterprises in the or8
ganised market, and increased transparen8
cy of issuer activities.
We expect risks to emerge in the process of
the decree’s implementation:
 Failure to take into account market play8
ers’ interests.  For example, on  April
, the State Commission on Securi8
ties and the Stock Market, having agreed
the issue with the NBU but failing to
consult market agents, approved the
Regulations “On registering ownership
rights of non8residents for securities of
Ukrainian issuers”.  According to these
regulations, only the custodians can
deal with transactions of non8residents
in the Ukrainian securities market.
Thus, approximately  out of over 
dealers and banks in Ukraine (only
those who have the custodian’s license)
can deal with non8residents, and among
them only  are banks.  Besides, regis8
tration of ownership rights of non8resi8
dents for securities of Ukrainian issuers
which circulate on the territory of
Ukraine can only be performed by the
custodians who are clients of the depos8
itory.  Thus, the State Commission of Se8
curities and the StockMarket banned
 registrars from dealing with non8res8
idents;
 Lack of integration among legislative
acts.  The mentioned Regulations were
adopted without amending other nor8
mative acts of the commission; and this
may increase risks when concluding
agreements in the market.
portfolio will increase and credit activity
risks will diminish. We believe that attract8
ing banks as much as possible to this infor8
mation system will be the guarantee of suc8
cess of this undertaking.
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We believe that the  Law “On securities
and the stock market”, which is the frame8
work for the stock market, should be revised.
The draft law “On securities and the stock
market”, which was to replace it, was re8
moved from the agenda of the parliament
in summer .  We expect the law to be
adopted in .  The parliament would do
well to review the draft law as soon as the
Tax Code is adopted, as this law also per8
tains to taxation of stock market transactions
(see TAX POLICY).
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Ownership relations
and privatisation
Effectiveness of corporate governance in Ukraine is declining due to the lack of an
adequate legislative base regulating the activity of companies and ownership
relations. Although the legislative base for privatisation in Ukraine has remained
stable for two consecutive years (a fact that boosts investor confidence), due to the
poor enforcement of norms and the allowance of exceptions to the general rules,
the situation is worsening
Corporate governance
Effectiveness of corporate governance in
Ukraine is declining through the lack of an
adequate legislative base regulating the ac8
tivity of companies and ownership relations.
In the process of development of a new leg8
islative base, the paramount issues are the
adoption of the Civil Code and the Law “On
joint8stock companies”. We expect that the
final version of the Civil Code will be adopt8
ed by the end of the year . Evidently, it
is hardly worth expecting the adoption of
the Law “On joint8stock companies” in the
near future; it is supposed to replace the cor8
responding section of the  Law “On
economic associations”, as the law was re8
moved from the parliamentary agenda after
first reading in . This process has
slowed down because of the indistinct pros8
pects of adoption of the Economic Code and
the general risk of decline in legislative ac8
tivity of the parliament before and after the
election [in March ].
In addition, the low effectiveness of state
corporate governance hampers any overall
improvement in corporate governance. Af8
ter the liquidation of the National Agency
for State Corporate Governance and the re8
assignment of these duties back to the State
Property Fund of Ukraine (SPFU), the pro8
cedures of state property management have
not improved. Over the past year, no posi8
tive changes have taken place in the legisla8
tive base regarding state property manage8
ment. The draft law “On management of
objects of state property” has been removed
from the agenda of the parliamentary ses8
sions, regardless of the fact that it passed first
and second reading.
The fact that the Law “On the State Property
Fund of Ukraine” has not been adopted yet
aggravates the situation. The SPFU operates
on the basis of a  cabinet resolution
and a  resolution of the Verkhovna
Rada.  Over the last  months, the parlia8
ment has made several attempts to adopt the
Law “On the State Property Fund of
Ukraine”, but the President has sent it back
to be revised every time. The main reason
for the deviations in their viewpoints lies in
the inability of the different arms of govern8
ment to reach an agreement as to whom ex8
actly the SPFU will be accountable and sub8
ordinated. Meanwhile, a number of urgent
issues have not been resolved yet; in partic8
 Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine Resolution dated  August  “Regarding the State Property Fund
of Ukraine”.
 Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine Resolution dated  July  “On the Temporary Regulations of the State
Property Fund of Ukraine”.
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ular, regarding the SPFU authority regulat8
ing corporate governance. On  Septem8
ber , the Verkhovna Rada adopted a
revised version of the Law “On the State
Property Fund of Ukraine”. Pursuant to the
law, the SPFU is controlled by and account8
able to the Verkhovna Rada, but is subordi8
nated to the Cabinet of Ministers regarding
the management of entities subject to own8
ership rights. Only  out of the President’s
 proposals was adopted by the Verkhovna
Rada; therefore, it is highly probable that
the President will veto the law once more.
Given these circumstances, the government
worked out a “Concept of the state corpo8
rate and dividend policy”. Among the note8
worthy features of the document are the im8
plementation of a system of planning for fi8
nancial results through the approval of fi8
nancial plans of state8accountable compa8
nies, and also setting well8defined require8
ments for ongoing formation of a dividend
fund during a year. This document, howev8
er, has not been approved yet.
As for holding companies, a Presidential di8
rective and attempts made by the government
to review their feasibility have produced no
positive results so far. Meanwhile, there is no
news either as to the process of state proper8
ty management, with state managers having
no incentives to perform their duties effec8
tively because the majority of shares belong
to the state.
The loss of control over state property by
the government has led to a number of scan8
dals over the sale of electric power stations,
shares of mining and enriching works, the
oil export  terminal, and the biggest tire pro8
ducer in Ukraine. In April, the President
temporarily suspended the privatisation
process of the energy sector and submitted
to the Verkhovna Rada a draft Law “On de8
claring a moratorium on the compulsory sale
of property”, which prohibits the alienation
of state property and the state corporate
rights for debts. On  September  the
Verkhovna Rada failed to override the pres8
idential veto on this law. The President did
not agree with the deputies’ decision to ban
the privatisation of the energy companies for
the next year.
Nevertheless, these measures do not radical8
ly solve the problem; on the contrary, they
aggravate it. We believe that if the law is
adopted, the period of the moratorium
should be used to enhance state corporate
governance and solve the debt problem of
enterprises that are undergoing privatisa8
tion.
Under these conditions, the best strategy for
state property management is to speed up
privatisation. However, during the last 
months, the list of objects of state compa8
nies not subject to privatisation was not no8
tably shortened.
Privatisation
Adoption of the State Privatisation Program
for  years (–) was useful; the leg8
islative base for Ukrainian privatisation has
been stable for  consecutive years already,
and this has boosted investors’ confidence
in Ukraine. Meanwhile, the Law “On the
State Privatisation Program” is still flawed,
including weak compliance and approval
of exceptions to the general rules.
The State Property Fund has never execut8
ed the norms of the program for the cheap
sale or abandonment of minority shares (not
exceeding % of the charter capital) by the
state; although they do not allow influenc8
ing enterprise activities, the state8owned
shares hamper market incentives and
prompt corruption among managers of state
corporate rights. Regarding the duties of
such officials, the SPFU proposes to change
in the program the soft wording ‘may’, to
the rigid ‘obliged’, as this will allow them
less discretion in decisin making.
 Law of Ukraine dated  May  “On the State Privatisation Program”.
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The most noteworthy example of an excep8
tion to the general privatisation rules was
the Law of Ukraine dated  November 
“On the privatisation particularities of the
Mariupol Illich Metallurgical Plant”. This
document was inconsistent with the State
Privatisation Program and, under the con8
ditions of competitive sale, formally grant8
ed the priority right to purchase plant shares
to the plant’s staff (actually, to the chief of
the plant). We believe that the sale price stip8
ulated in the law was much lower than it
should be. In general, such documents un8
dermine investors’ confidence in the con8
sistency of the privatisation processes in
Ukraine.
Another example of deviation from the gen8
eral privatisation principles was the adop8
tion of the CMU resolution on the addition8
al issue of shares of the state Ukreximbank.
We believe that the process of identifying a
strategic investor in accordance with the
scheme adopted by the government does
not comply with the principles of openness
and competition.
Privatisation processes in the energy sector
that have occcurred over the last  months
prove how crucial the need is to coordinate
the policy of attracting strategic investors to
a particular industry, through its denation8
alisation, with the policy of state regulation
of the sector. In spring , six oblast ener8
gy distributing companies were sold, thanks
to the adoption of amendments to the Law
“On electricity” in summer , and, later,
on  April , as well as the government
directive “On the system of measures aimed
at creating favourable conditions for energy
sector development”, declaring the need to
undertake responsibilities towards strategic
investors. The directive, however, is not be8
ing observed, and hence the temporary sus8
pension of privatisation tenders of other ob8
lenergos.
As for the Ukrtelekom privatisation, it will
succeed only if the policy of attracting stra8
tegic investors is coordinated with the poli8
cy of sector reformation, and if the Law “On
telecommunications”, which is to regulate
the most complex issues of the sector’s de8
velopment, is adopted before the privatisa8
tion is launched.
 This plant, which generated profits of  million UAH in only six months, was sold to its staff for 
million UAH.
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Sectoral regulation
Agriculture
Ukraine’s national policy in the sphere of
agricultural regulation is now facing two
tasks. The first one is to implement the nec8
essary legislative instruments to ensure ef8
fective enforcement of land ownership
rights in accordance with the Constitution.
The second task is to create favourable con8
ditions to raise agricultural output and en8
sure its further independent development.
At the end of Q’, the first task had not
been accomplished yet. Meanwhile, the
state authorities focused their efforts on
bolstering agricultural output. More and
more attention is being paid by the govern8
ment to measures aimed at dealing with the
so8called free8market failures, particular8
ly to avert excessive price fluctuations on
agricultural products and promote the de8
velopment of selected sectors of agricul8
ture. But the resolution of policy failures
at the state level—namely, a feeble legisla8
tive base, lack of a coordinated state poli8
cy in the sector, and insufficient protection
of the basic ownership rights of rural peo8
ple—is being put on the back burner.
In , the government failed to resolve
the major problems of the legislative base.
Legislation regulating the agricultural sec8
tor continues to be elaborated without the
proper involvement of a wide range of pol8
iticians and experts from other sectors. This
brings about the adoption of legislative acts
which are inconsistent with extant legisla8
tion. The process of deciding on crucial is8
sues is being held back, as the Verkhovna
Rada often wastes time on constantly
amending the laws and resolutions, and also
on refining them even after having put these
instruments into practice.
Changes which took place during  en8
tail mostly a series of contradictory actions
for promoting agricultural development,
ranging from granting tax benefits to the di8
rect interference of the state in price forma8
tion mechanisms. Some strategic progress
has taken place, however, in the reformation
of ownership rights.
Promoting agricultural
development
The key legislative change for the rural econ8
omy was the adoption on  January 
of the Law of Ukraine “On promoting agri8
cultural development for the period –
”, which sets forth the main actions of
the state in support of agriculture. This law
again endowed the sector with priority sta8
tus. Regardless, we consider a positive fea8
ture of this legislation to be the legal approv8
al of a number of decisions, resolutions, and
decrees pertaining to the state support of
lending mechanisms in agriculture, regula8
tion of price formation processes, insurance,
and ensuring future revenues. The above de8
cisions were not coordinated before the
adoption of the law. In addition, the law lift8
ed the moratorium on the bankruptcy of ag8
ricultural enterprises that was in effect since
January .
Although this law brought forward some
positive changes, the majority of its provi8
sions have again proved to be merely declar8
ative. Quite a few laws and by8laws required
for the enforcement of this law have still not
been developed. Moreover, some sections of
the law are inconsistent with each other and
with extant legislation. Table  provides
more details on these and other state actions.
 The moratorium was declared pursuant to the Law of Ukraine dated  November  “On amending
the Law of Ukraine ‘On bankruptcy’”.
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Table . Measures to boost agricultural production envisaged
in the Law of Ukraine “On promoting agricultural development
for the period –”
Measure Problem being
solved
Implementation
mechanism
Comments
. Improved stability
of the legislative
base.
Unexpected changes
in regulation slow
down agricultural
development, due to
the high risks for
investors.
Not established. Establishment of a
civilised decision8making
process will stabilise the
legislation and increase its
predictability.
. Extension of the
validity of the
special terms for
VAT payment by
agricultural
businesses till
 January .
This measure can
artificially boost
business
profitability.
VAT remains at the
disposal of agricultural
businesses, but it
should be calculated
and included in the
product price.
It does not boost the
sector's effectiveness
compared to other sectors.
. Support of
scientific research.
Next to zero
investments in
scientific research.
State program for
development and
support of the seed
fund, ways to protect
animals, plants, etc.
The  budget allocated
extremely scanty resources
for such needs.
. Support of the
market
infrastructure.
The market is
unable to promptly
provide the
substantial
investments
required for the
establishment of
infrastructure.
Establishment of a
system of exchanges
and export mechanisms
for agricultural
products.
We believe that the
problem of executing state
decisions at the regional
level is most acute.
Regional authorities often
block market mechanisms.
. Stabilisation of
prices on grain.
Due to the low
technical level of
agricultural
machinery, grain
production greatly
depends on natural
factors, and this
triggers excessive
price fluctuations.
A pledge price system
for grain was
established.
The current system hardly
influences the market,
due to the following
reasons:
) no funds for pledge
purchases;
) pledge prices remain at
a low level.
Measures taken by the
regional authorities to
control grain flow have a
negative effect on stability.
. Support of the
production of sugar
from sugar beets.
Domestic beet sugar
is more expensive
than imported cane
sugar.
Import quota on raw
cane sugar.
Keeping the price for
sugar and beets at levels
higher than the market.
Support of sugar beet
production is not
justified, as there are
more effective ways of
utilisation of public funds.
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We believe that the existing tools of state
policy are, for now, unable to enforce a well8
coordinated programme of agricultural de8
velopment. Therefore, the actions of the
state are anticipated to remain chaotic un8
til the end of the year .
Lifting the moratorium on
bankruptcy
We believe that the most important change
in the sector was the lifting of the moratori8
um on bankruptcy of agricultural enterpris8
es, pursuant to the Law “On promoting ag8
ricultural development for the period
–”.
The existence of the moratorium on bank8
ruptcy did not permit to initiate proceed8
ings to declare the bankruptcy of agricul8
tural enterprises, and actually banned liq8
uidating them. Such regulation did not al8
low the creditors of insolvent enterprises to
redeem at least some part of their money by
resorting to the procedures of debtor liqui8
dation and sale of its assets. After the mora8
torium was lifted, the risks of lending to ag8
ricultural enterprises diminished. In addi8
tion, it has stimulated more diligent man8
agement. Now, when enterprises are liqui8
dated their managers will be dismissed and
that is another incentive—an administrative
one.
Improvement of the system
of ownership rights fulfilment
As of September , the Verkhovna Rada
had passed the draft Land Code only in first
reading. Therefore, further reform of legal
relationships in agriculture has stalled.
Measure Problem being
solved
Implementation
mechanism
Comments
. Enforcement of
the requirement to
utilise Ukrainian
tobacco in generic
brand cigarettes.
Ukrainian tobacco is
not competitive
compared to
imported tobacco.
Not developed. It is inconsistent with the
principles of free
competition.
. Support of
lending in the
agricultural sector.
Great risks are
associated with
lending in
agriculture.
Interest rate
compensation.
For now, this method is
the most effective, as it
does not distort the
functioning of the market
mechanism in the sector;
however, as with any other
method, it does not
protect from rent8seeking
and other abuses.
. Stimulating the
development of
advisory services.
Small agricultural
producers are often
limited in their
access to advisory
services.
Establishment of
these services
requires substantial
investments.
A clear mechanism has
not been determined so
far.
. Stimulating the
development of
leasing activity.
High price for
agricultural
equipment.
State leasing fund was
established.
There are problems with
the financing of this
leasing fund.
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The adoption of the Land Code is a prereq8
uisite for enacting the Law “On mortgage”
that was approved by the Verkhovna Rada
in first reading on  October . Imple8
mentation of this act requires the existence
of a free land market. The mentioned law is
to become the basis for granting commer8
cial bank loans, collateralised by land or oth8
er immovable property, to agricultural pro8
ducers.
Over the past  months, the following nor8
mative acts have been passed:
 Presidential Decree “On measures to se8
cure the protection of ownership rights
of rural people in the process of reform8
ing the agricultural sector of the econo8
my”, and the corresponding the Cabinet
of Ministers Resolution.  These docu8
ments resolved some controversial issues
which surfaced during the reform of the
agricultural sector. In particular, a new
Tariff regulation in the energy sector
 Measures were specified and prepared for implementation in the Resolution of the Cabinet of
Ministers dated  February .
method to assess the value of land shares
was developed, and a number of flaws
which hampered the reforms were erad8
icated. The new method significantly
reduced the risks of the owners of land
shares of being defrauded by local au8
thorities, and bolstered the confidence
of rural people in the government’s abil8
ity to proceed with reforms;
 Presidential Decree “On key objectives
of land reform in Ukraine in –
” is for the most part a political doc8
ument and does not envisage specific
measures. This legislative act aims at
speeding up the adoption of the Land
Code and creating a freely functioning
land market in agriculture. The above
decree demonstrates the executive’s
strong commitment to proceed with re8
forms of the agricultural sector.
ence in market activity, and they were unsuc8
cessful. Therefore, the NERC resolution dat8
ed  April  introduced new methods of
tariff calculation for electricity transmission
and supply. Implementation of these meth8
ods demands that energy supplying compa8
nies meet the following requirements:
 concluding contracts with the state8
owned enterprise Energorynok on re8
structuring the debts for non8payment of
electricity fees;
 executing current obligations towards
Energorynok to secure % payment
for electricity purchased in the whole8
sale market of Ukraine.
The basis of the regulation is a restriction of
the rate of profitability, which is calculated
according to the tariffs for electricity trans8
mission and supply. Profitability of invest8
The scheduled privatisation of oblast ener8
gy distributing companies (oblenergo) had
lacked clear definition of the “rules of play”
in the market of electricity transmission and
supply. According to the previous mecha8
nism of tariff regulation, tariffs were admin8
istratively (a.k.a. “manually”) defined in res8
olutions issued by the National Electricity
Regulation Commission, an independent
regulatory body in the sector. The “Tempo8
rary methods of calculating retail tariffs for
consumed electricity, for the transmission
of electrical energy by local electric power
stations and tariffs for electricity supply”,
which were approved by the NERC on  May
, actually set new tariffs in response to
energy distributing companies’ request, in
case such justification of expenditures was
submitted.
These procedures of tariff adjustment de8
manded frequent (almost monthly) interfer8
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ments in the charter capital (purchase of
shares) and investments in production are
to be calculated. These methods envisage re8
strictions of maximum profitability at the
level of %, though tariffs must secure not
less than % of profitability;
The retail tariff on electricity is made up of
an average retail price, adjusted to the level
of expenses, and tariffs for electricity trans8
mission and supply of local power supply
networks. Expenditures include normative
technological expenses and contingency
expenditures (larceny, inaccurate stock8tak8
ing, etc.).
The methods envisage the existence of a grace
period for accounting of excess electricity
expenditures. However, energy distributing
companies do not have direct incentives to
diminish energy losses (particularly, by
means of enhancing of administrative func8
tions, accounting, and control), and this may
lead to overstating of such expenses.
Change in the level of expenses can be offi8
cially justified by inflationary processes (ex8
penditures on wages), fluctuations of cur8
rency exchange rate (import component of
expenditures), and legislative changes.
Thus, there are a lot of opportunities for tar8
iff indexing; and, on the other hand, the risk
of the multiplier effect or inflation surges
should not be left unheeded.
Regulation of profit norms usually results
in redundant capital formation and de8
clines in economic productivity.
Thus, the new regulations grant more free8
dom to those electricity distributing compa8
nies which fulfil their obligations towards
energy suppliers, and also set precise terms
of tariff calculation. This approach is more
effective and objective compared to the pre8
vious one.
However, we believe that such regulations
do not offer enough incentives to boost the
productivity of electricity distributing com8
panies (particularly, their incentives to over8
state expenditures). They do not implement
firm control mechanisms, meanwhile they
set the stage for increased non8productive
expenditures.
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List of evaluated legislation 
Regulation of economic activity 
Law of Ukraine  “On amending certain legislative acts of 
Ukraine aimed at implementing state 
control over lottery activity” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine  “On the state support of small business”  dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine  “On the National Program of stimulat.
ing small business in Ukraine”  
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine  “On amending certain laws of Ukraine 
on the state regulation of the produc.
tion and sales of ethyl, cognac, and 
fruit spirits, alcoholic beverages, and 
tobacco products” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine  “On amending the Law of Ukraine ‘On 
the foundations of urban planning’” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine  “On confirming compliance” dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine  “On the accreditation of compliance 
assessment agencies” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine  “On standardisation” dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine  “On pre.school education” dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine  “On financial services and the state 
regulation of financial services mar.
kets”  
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Presidential Decree “On protecting documents and goods 
with holographic protective elements” 
dated 
.. 
No. 
/ 
Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution 
“On the term of validity of licenses to 
conduct certain types of economic ac.
tivity, fees, and payment procedure for 
their issue”  
dated 
.. 
No.  
Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution 
“On approving the Regulations on the 
procedure for holographic protection 
of documents and products”  
dated 
.. 
No.  
Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution 
“On amending Cabinet of Ministers of 
Ukraine Resolution No.  dated  
November ”  
dated 
.. 
No.  
Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution 
“On approving the list of supplemen.
tary documents attached to the applica.
tion to obtain a license to conduct a 
certain type of economic activity”  
dated 
.. 
No.  
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Tax policy 
Code “Criminal Code of Ukraine” dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine “On amending the Law of Ukraine 
‘On the value.added tax’” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine “On amending Article  of the Law of 
Ukraine ‘On the Slavutych Special 
Economic Zone’” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine “On the  State Budget of 
Ukraine” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine “On amending the Law of Ukraine 
‘On obligatory state social insurance 
against accidents at work and occupa.
tional diseases which result in profes.
sional disability’” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine “On the procedure for redeeming 
taxpayers’ liabilities towards budgets 
and state targeted funds” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine “On the special mode of investment 
activity in priority development terri.
tories and the Port Krym Special Eco.
nomic Zone in the Autonomous Re.
public of Crimea” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine “On amending certain legislative acts 
of Ukraine on tax issues with regard to 
the introduction of a special mode of 
investment activity in priority devel.
opment territories, and the estab.
lishment of the Port Krym Special 
Economic Zone in the Autonomous 
Republic of Crimea” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine “On the amount of contributions to 
certain types of obligatory state social 
insurance” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine “On amending the Law of Ukraine 
‘On the value.added tax’” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine “On obligatory state social insurance 
in case of temporary professional dis.
ability and expenses incurred due to 
birth or death“ 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine “On insurance tariffs for obligatory 
state social insurance against acci.
dents at work and occupational dis.
eases which result in the professional 
disability” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine “On the Transcarpathia Special Eco.
nomic Zone” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
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Law of Ukraine “On amending certain laws of Ukraine 
on tax issues with regard to the estab.
lishment of the Mykolaiv Special Eco.
nomic Zone” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine “On amending the Cabinet of Minis.
ters Decree ‘On excise’” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine “On the special mode of investment 
activity on the priority development 
territory in Volyn oblast” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine “On amending certain laws of Ukraine 
on taxation issues with regard to the 
establishment of the special economic 
zone in Volyn oblast” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine “On amending the Law of Ukraine 
‘On promoting agricultural develop.
ment for –’” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine “On amending certain legislative acts 
of Ukraine”  
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution 
“On the maximum amount of actual 
expenditures for labour remunera.
tion of hired employees, non.taxable 
income, total taxable income (mar.
ginal sum) of wages (income), from 
which insurance inputs (duties) to so.
cial funds can be deducted” 
dated 
.. 
No.  
Judicial reform 
Law of Ukraine “On amending the Law of Ukraine 
‘On the judiciary of Ukraine’” 
dated 
.. 
No. .III 
Law of Ukraine “On amending the Procedural Сode 
of Ukraine” 
dated 
.. 
No. .III 
Law of Ukraine “On amending the Law of Ukraine 
‘On the status of judges’” 
dated 
.. 
No. .III 
Law of Ukraine “On amending the Law of Ukraine 
‘On bodies of judicial self.
government’” 
dated 
.. 
No. .III 
Law of Ukraine “On amending the Law of Ukraine 
‘On expert committees, qualificatory 
attestation, and disciplinary responsi.
bility of court judges of Ukraine’” 
dated 
.. 
No. .III 
Law of Ukraine “On amending the laws of Ukraine 
‘On the militia’, ‘On imprisonment 
before trial’, and ‘On the administra.
tive supervision of individuals re.
leased from prison’” 
dated 
.. 
No. .III 
Law of Ukraine “On amending the Law of Ukraine 
‘On the arbitration court’” 
dated 
.. 
No. .III 
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Law of Ukraine “On amending the Arbitration Code 
of Ukraine” 
dated 
.. 
No. .III 
Law of Ukraine “On amending the Civil Code of 
Ukraine” 
dated 
.. 
No. .III 
Law of Ukraine “On amending the Law of Ukraine 
‘On the prosecutor’s office’” 
dated 
.. 
No. .III 
Law of Ukraine “On amending the Procedural Code 
of Ukraine” 
dated 
.. 
No. .III 
Protection of economic competition 
Law of Ukraine “On the protection of economic com.
petition”  
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Open economy    
Law of Ukraine “On amending certain legislative acts 
of Ukraine regarding increased re.
sponsibility for violation of rights for 
objects of intellectual property rights” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine “On the customs duty of Ukraine” dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine “On amending the Law of Ukraine 
‘On copyright and allied rights’” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine “On amending the Law of Ukraine 
‘On the introduction of a single duty 
collected at national border check.
points of Ukraine’” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Presidential Decree “On measures to protect intellectual 
property in Ukraine” 
dated 
.. 
No. 
/ 
Presidential Decree “On additional measures to exercise 
the right of individuals to freedom of 
movement and free choice of the 
place of living” 
dated 
.. 
No. 
/ 
Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution 
“On approving the Regulations on 
distributing copies of audiovisual 
works and recordings” 
dated 
.. 
No.  
Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution 
“On amending the Regulations on re.
tail sales of copies of audiovisual 
works and recordings” 
dated 
.. 
No.  
Cabinet of Ministers 
Directive 
“On measures to further simplify for.
malities of crossing the national bor.
der by individuals and vehicles” 
dated 
.. 
No. .р 
Cabinet of Ministers 
Directive 
“On certain issues regarding the sale 
of copies of audiovisual works and re.
cordings” 
dated 
.. 
No. .р 
Financial sector 
Law of Ukraine “On banks and banking activity” dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
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Law of Ukraine “On institutions of mutual investment 
(share and corporate investment 
funds)” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine “On payment systems and money 
transfers in Ukraine” 
dated 
.. 
No. .
III  
Law of Ukraine “On the circulation of bills in 
Ukraine” 
dated 
.. 
No. .ІІІ 
Law of Ukraine “On financial services and state regu.
lation of the financial services market” 
dated 
.. 
No. .
III  
Presidential Decree “On additional measures to stimulate 
stock market development in 
Ukraine” 
dated 
.. 
No. 
/ 
Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution 
“On approving measures for the im.
plementation of major objectives to 
develop the stock market for –
” 
dated 
.. 
No. .
.п 
Resolution of the 
NBU Board 
“On establishing transitional terms for 
executing the requirements of the 
Law of Ukraine ‘On banks and bank.
ing activity’” 
dated 
.. 
No. 
Resolution of the 
NBU Board 
“On approving the Regulations “on 
the procedures for formation of bank 
required reserves” 
dated 
.. 
No. 
Resolution of the 
NBU Board 
“On establishing the unified informa.
tion system of accounting loan.
holders (creditors)” 
dated 
.. 
No. 
Decision of the State 
Commission on Se.
curities and the 
Stock Market 
“On approving the Regulations on ac.
counting non.residents’ property 
rights for securities of Ukrainian issu.
ers” 
dated 
.. 
No. . 
Property relations and privatisation 
Law “On the particularities of privatising 
the state shares in the charter capital 
of the Mariupol Illich Metallurgical 
Works open joint.stock company” 
dated 
.. 
No. . 
Law “On amending the Law of Ukraine 
‘On the list of objects of state property 
rights not subject to privatisation’” 
dated 
.. 
No. . 
Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution 
“On extending the charter capital of 
the State Export.Import Bank of 
Ukraine joint.stock company” 
dated 
.. 
No..
.п 
Presidential Direc.
tive 
“On the Commission on Inspection of 
the Establishment, Privatisation, and 
financial and Economic Activity of 
State (national) joint.stock and Hold.
ing Companies” 
dated 
.. 
No. 
/.
рп 
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Cabinet of Ministers 
Directive 
“On the system of measures aimed at 
creating favourable conditions to 
promote energy sector development” 
dated 
.. 
No. .
.р  
Agriculture 
Law of Ukraine “On the redemption of debts on 
budget loans granted to state.owned 
and other agricultural enterprises of 
all types of ownership and economic 
activity through servicing, procure.
ment and processing enterprises, and 
restructuring of debts on taxes and 
duties (obligatory payments) of proc.
essing enterprises of the agricultural 
complex” 
dated 
.. 
No. .
III  
Law of Ukraine “On promoting agricultural develop.
ment for –”  
dated 
.. 
No. .
III  
Law of Ukraine “On amending the Law of Ukraine 
‘On writing off debts for payment of 
taxes and duties (obligatory pay.
ments) of taxpayers due to the refor.
mation of agricultural enterprises’” 
dated 
.. 
No. .III 
Law of Ukraine “On the agreements of alienating land 
plots (shares)” 
dated 
..  
No. .III 
Law of Ukraine “On amending the Law of Ukraine 
‘On payment for land’” 
dated 
..  
No. .
III  
Law of Ukraine “On importing raw cane sugar to 
Ukraine in ” 
dated 
.. 
No. .
III  
Law of Ukraine “On amending the Law of Ukraine 
‘On promoting agricultural develop.
ment for –’”  
dated 
.. 
No. .
III  
Presidential Decree “On measures to stabilise the con.
sumer market and to develop live.
stock breeding for –” 
dated 
.. 
No. 
/  
Presidential Decree “On additional measures to further 
promote leasing in the agricultural 
sector of the economy” 
dated 
.. 
No. 
/  
Presidential Decree “On measures to improve the func.
tioning of sales markets of food and 
non.food products”  
dated 
..  
No. 
/  
Presidential Decree “On the main objectives of land re.
form in Ukraine for –” 
dated 
..  
No. 
/  
Presidential Decree “On measures to develop the food 
market and promote the export of ag.
ricultural output and foodstuffs”  
dated 
.. 
No. 
/  
Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution 
“On organising the production of 
domestic means of plant protection” 
dated 
.. 
No.   
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Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution 
“On the complex program to promote 
soil melioration and improve the 
ecology of irrigated and drained land 
plots for –, and to make a 
forecast for ” 
dated 
.. 
No.  
Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution 
“On measures to replenish the state 
leasing fund in ” 
dated 
.. 
No.  
Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution 
“On resolving issues of securing the 
property rights of rural people in the 
process of reforming the agricultural 
sector of the economy” 
dated 
.. 
No.   
Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution 
“On approving the program to pre.
vent and eradicate symptoms of bo.
vine spongiform encephalopathy 
(BSE) and other prion protein infec.
tions in horned cattle on the territory 
of Ukraine for –” 
dated 
.. 
No.  
Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution 
“Certain issues of state regulation of 
the production and marketing of the 
sugar beet harvest in ” 
dated 
.. 
No.  
Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution 
“On the state support mechanism for 
grain crop prices” 
dated 
.. 
No.  
Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution 
“On amending Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution No.  dated  February 
” 
dated 
.. 
No.  
Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution 
“On partial compensation of interest 
rates of commercial bank loans 
granted to agricultural producers and 
other enterprises of the agricultural 
complex in ” 
dated 
.. 
No.  
Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution 
“On certain issues regarding the state 
department of veterinary medicine” 
dated 
.. 
No.   
Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution 
“On the mechanism of regulating im.
ports of raw cane sugar in ”  
dated 
.. 
No.   
Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution 
“On measures to stabilise and pro.
mote livestock breeding and poultry 
breeding for –”  
dated 
.. 
No.  
Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution 
“On amending Cabinet of Ministers of 
Ukraine Resolution No.  dated  
January ”  
dated 
.. 
 No.   
Cabinet of Ministers 
Resolution 
“On approving the program to de.
velop means of animal protection 
based on modern technologies for 
–” 
dated 
.. 
No.   
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Order of the Minis.
try of Agricultural 
Policy of Ukraine 
“On amending Order No.  of the 
Ministry of Agricultural Policy dated 
 September  ‘On approving the 
Regulations pursuant to  Cabinet of 
Ministers of Ukraine Resolution No. 
 dated  July  ‘On measures 
to enhance the regulation of the grain 
market’’” 
dated 
..  
No.  
Order of the State 
Tax Administration  
“On amending the Procedures for 
writing off debts on taxes and duties 
(obligatory payments) of taxpayers 
conducted by state tax agencies as of  
May  due to reformation of agri.
cultural enterprises” 
dated 
.. 
No.   
Energy Sector 
Resolution of the 
National Electricity 
Regulation Com.
mission  
“On approving the Procedures for tar.
iff setting for electricity transmission 
by local electric networks, and tariffs 
for electricity supply for license.
holders, with electricity supply at the 
regulated tariff” 
dated 
.. 
No.  
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